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•THEDAILY 
ASTERN NEWS 
ey were the past, 
he future · is up to 
lcome to the group. 
Interim President Lou Hencken inked a contract Friday that 
will place him, along with eight others as Eastern's top · 
ators. 
-year employee of Eastern, Hencken's new contract lasts two 
lleginning June 2004. 
contract should be signed within the next week, said 
ity Counsel Joe Barron. 
Board of 'Ihlstees unanimously accepted Hencken's contract 
· n after ending the national presidential search Sept. 30. 
ken assumed interim duties in 2001 after former President 
urles resigned after being diagnosed with breast cancer. 
now, Hencken can erase the interim title from his business 
and begin his legacy onC:e the contract, which will state 
became president Sept. 30, is signed. 
d and Doudna weren't always buildings. They were former 
ts who dealt with thousands of protesters because of a pro-
$60 increase in dorm fees; people who generated the funds for 
on Hall and who banned erotic films. 
first president actually never held office. Samuel Inglis, 
ted April 12, 1898, passed away before the university first 
its doors. 
's some information on the previous eight compiled from the 
Centennial Book from Booth library and Eastern's Web site: 
Livingston C. Lord 
k the first presidency at 
ill 1898, tuitiOn ·was $7 
and the only building 
Main. ' 
his administration; the 
first used its ability to 
"degrees, begin a school 
liad a sports program, as 
charter fraternities. Lord 
that formal titles divid-' 
academic setting and 
all teachers be referred 
"mister'' or "instructor," 
" or "professor." 
al8o fought for faculty 
· . When the school was 
Lord insisted two 
from Minnesota be 
to retain their positions 
the governor sought to 
friends of legislators to 
Lord also successfully lobbied 
the legislature to fwid construc-
tion of Pemberton Hall, the first 
residence hall -on-· a· state-sup. 
ported campus built completely 
with state-appropriated funds. 
Lord died in office after 34 years 
of service at the age of 82. 
Old Main was renamed the 
Livingston C. Lord Administration 
Building in 1956. 
Bachelors of Arts, Sciences 
first offered under 
Buzzard's tenure 
Robert Guy Buzzard reluc-
tantly accepted presidency in 
1933. After agreeing first to only 
a five-year trial period, BUZUII'd 
went on to expand F.astem archi-
tecturally and academically ill 
his 23-year term. Sidewalks, out 
SEE LOU +Page 7 
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Gettin' Mo. 
Eastern draws the University 
of Missouri in first round of 
th~ NCAA College Cup. 
Page 12 SPORTS 
Businesses 
create 
alliance 
By Jessica Youngs 
STAFF WRITER 
Six Cole's County governing bodies will soon 
band together in an "alliance" for economic better-
ment and communication. 
According to the proposed Alliance resolution, 
"economic development has three primary compo-
nents: Quality of Employment. Quality of F.conomic 
Growth and Quality of Llfe." 
The resolution outlined each body's responsibili-
ties, defined a list of economic development terms 
and prioritized a list of projects for review. 
The alliance would be compose<! of Coles County, 
the cities of Mattoon and Charleston, the Mattoon 
Chamber of Commerce, the Charleston Area 
Chamber of Commerce and Coles 'lbgether. 
''The alliance was developed to ensure that every-
one keeps working together for a common goal so 
there aren't duplication of efforts," Mattoon Mayor 
Dave Carter said 
He called the alliance, "everyone's attempt to try 
and be more efficient." because often people were 
working on the same thing and wasting resources. 
The alliance's purpose would be to maintain com-
munication. 
·Tu foster it. the new resolution proposed that 
each entity would have their own role in alliance 
QPel'atioDS; Cindi l]Ws.president of the Charleston 
Chamber of O>mtnerce, said. 
"(The resolution is) significant because it's an 
agreement to work together to collaborate, specifi-
cally when it comes to economic development 
thro~ghout the county," Titus said 
Coles 'lbgether would be responsible for handling 
industrial and medium to large business clients, 
while the chambers would be responsible for han-
dling small business and retail clients, according to 
a resolution discussed by possible alliance bodies. 
In addition, the municipalities will be the agents 
for "big box" retailers. 
These are businesses such as Wal-Mart and 
Home Depot which need to work closely with the 
cities, Titus said . 
The alliance would establish an "executives 
group" that will meet at least quarterly to discuss 
projects and coordinate efforts, she said 
The group will include the Charleston City 
Manager, the Mattoon City Administrator, an 
appointed county executive as well as the executive 
directors of Coles 'lbgether and both chambers. 
SEE ALLIAICWE + Page 5 
'' '' I was excited to hear he was coming to our He isn't really my style, but him being here 
campus. It's a good change from O.A.R. brings diversity to the campus. 
Dam Jerome, fnlllhmM lllllllllc tralr*1g maP Kn Bl••llllam, fnlllhmM ........ y ecU:alloll maP 
____ '-J'nts mixed about bringing Twista 
Students have 
expressed mixed 
views about bring-
ing 'I\vista, a 
Chicago-based rap 
artist, to campus 
Saturday for the 
University Board's 
secmd fall concert. 
While a lot of stu-
dents are excited to 
attend a concert of a famil-
iar artist, some will attend 
with minimal knowledge of'IWista's career and are 
planning to attend the concert to hear something 
different. 
Kelly Putlak, freshman education major, said 
she is· going to the concert because a lot of her 
friends are big fans of 'IWista. 
''I am excited to go now because it has intro-
duced me to a new style of music, and I really like • 
it." Putlak said. 
The concert has had a positive reaction from 
dedicated 1Wista fans. David Schratz, freshman 
history major, says he is a big fan of the rapper and 
listens to his music on a regular basis. He plans on 
going to the concert, along with all of his friends 
''It's cool that he is coming to EIU because there 
are a lot of 1\vista fans that go here," 
Schratz said. 
Some students say they may listen to 'I\vista 
more often after the concert, depending on his per-
formance Saturday. 
Cortez Forte, sophomore sociology major, is con-
vinced there will be more 1\vista fans after the 
concert. 
"He's been around for awhile, but just got big," 
Forte said. "'The only reason I know him is because 
he is local, my being from Chicago. I guarantee 
after (the concert), there will be more 'I\vista fans 
hereatEIU." 
Tim Russell, sophomore speech communica-
tions major, agreed with Forte. 
SEE TWISTA + Page 6 
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FACULTY SEIATE 
Senate focusing 
on improvements 
• DiM:ussi<irt of t<Jpies 
for Annual Faculty 
Jitlrumplanned 
...... ....., 
I f WRITER 
Finding a focus for the 
Annual Faculty Forum, that 
..tes suggestions for univer-
lily improvements, is the I08l 
'nlesday's Faculty Senate 
•eetlD:g. 
......., 
Earl>/ ahowers 
• 33" 
HIGH LOW 
1lmdly fltday Satmday SUnday 
&my i(! Light ahowers Light ahowers 
.. 30' 51• :rr :rr 409 
HIGH LOW HIGH LOW HIGH LOW HIGH LOW 
Ill previous years, the forum fund raising was completed by 
cMlcuued technology and fac- faculty members and chairs. 
ulty development, said biologi- Some feel the connection made 
cal sciences professor Bud with former alumni might be 
1't8cber, who is also a senate lost if the telefunding company, 
IDllDber. The senate has sever- Ruffalo Cody, takes over the 
9l poesible topics to contem- process. 
0.. ..... Cll~IDr ..... WWWllllcNNnllllllilxllDrU.S.. ...... _ ..... lllDI• ............ ... 
dlnll lbautmm.y ................... ••d11C81lan ......., ........ 1n ......... Aamnof 
........... Klngtk~-~ 'mlGlllarllsnott.lng ..... tapprlcdrtlllllllhcUdbe. .... 
plate including: Despite Ruffalo Cody's ban-
• Productivity dling of the fund raising from 
•Administrative hiring prac- last spring until August of this 
tices year, the senate was informed 
• International programs last week that a permanent bir- Comptroller talks dollars, cent 
• 'D9cbnology needs Ing has not been made. ~ sen-
• Shared governance ate also plans to discuss creat-
• Imtitutional review ing .a community on-campus 
fllcber explained the pur- focus on learning, productivity 
,._of the senate is, "usually to and the community. 
dileula a topic that's pertinent Another item on the senate's 
tD aU fllculty acroa campua. agenda deals with the National 
+Hynes criticizes Bush 
admini,strat'ion~ policy 
an ecanomw rerovery 
1=~=~-cm=:COll9 up Association for the By Din lMLlilllt& 
'II .to Cle- Advancement of Coloted ACTIYITIEI EDITOR • 
t--- . .atmolll'btlf* OP. People. Last ~""-'*"'-!111!11.Plffl~-'!.~ ~~-iw- fior the 
...... ..., •"-:her said. from English professor Ray ,__, ........--
Placber ts also a member of Watkins asked the senate if state of. lllbDs and candidate for 
tfle faculty development com- they would consider supporting the denNclatic nmdn#inn for U.S. 
mittee, which does such things the creation of an NAACP chQ- Seoabr, ezdwnB"Cl politics wflh a 
u mllkinl the transition to ter in Coles County, Facalty ll'OUP of lltUdents Bl CbarJlllon 
BMlm'D for new faculty mem- Senate Chair Dave Carpenter residents Monday. 
1-s more pleasant. said. Hynes, who was elected into bis 
Tbe senate will also be dis- Other items on the agenda position in 1998, discussed bis polit-
culing the status of the tele- include: ical successes, programs be has 
land activities pertaining to • Forward faculty names to impJemented • comptroller and 
academic department fund serve on the Director of bil plans for the future to an atten-
ndsing, which relates to the Admissions search committee. dmlce of about 30. 
College of Educational and • Determine the terms of Be addreased his past successes 
Profeuiooal Studies. Four sen- membership for John Henry in DUnoiB bl the area of finance and 
lite mem~rs recently met with Pommier, an associate recre- by c:riticizing the Bush administra-
*- administrators about the ation administration profeuor tioD. 
telefunding activities that have . and senate member. The senate '"I have been a l-1lng voice of 
bauaed many departments wants to specify the lenath of a ftpecial 1"8IPIDliblftr and fJscal 
iaoa the university to lose senate member's term on the relpOmdbllity al: the 111111.e level." be 
iloney. distinguished faculty award said. '"I've called for the creation of 
Previously, departmental · committee, Carpenter said. a 'rainy day fund,' and critici7.ed 
our state pemment for spending 
too much money and not pJanning 
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for the future. 
"(The state) used budget giJn-
micks and acc:ountina games to 
make our financial picture look bet-
ter than it was. I was the one pre-
dicting the day that we would face 
this f18C8l crisis that we're in. 
Hynes said his warnings were 
initially ignored but DOW his sug-
gested refOl'lll8 are being adopted. 
'-iboee same warnings I would 
issue to our federal government, 
who, over the coune of the 1ast four 
years, i.ve sqaBKlend ecmomic 
opportunities and financial securi-
ty and left this nation with mount-
ing debt and arowinl deficits," be 
said. 
CLAllFICATIOI 
"(The state) used 
. budget gimmicks and 
(JCC<>Unting games to 
picture look better 
than it was. I was the 
one predicting the day 
that we would/ace 
this fiscal. crisis that 
we're in." 
.. Ja.itr.....,.,. Nft9 piadumd by .. .audenta CJf Eaaeern ,._ ~ It .. publlhed 
- ~'-91 Frldliy, In Clwte8ton, II. during ... and eprlng ........... anct twice week· 
,,~ .. _"'"1 mcmpt during ecllool ~ Cll _, ....... Subecrfpllan price: 
S38 per ..neeW, 1111tor-·sea11 ~The D1111y (j • -= Eall9rn ,._. •• n.nber CJf The Aa9c :ial!ecf Pi-. wttil. 
An article in Friday's edition of The Daily Eastern 
News erroneously presented paraphrased speech u a 
direct quote. 
In Monday's edition of The Daily Eastern 
printing error cut off parts of a column and 
· the editor on page four. These items am be 
their entirety in the current online edition 
News at www.tbeclailyeasternnews.com. ., - ~ anllllad lo llfClu9ive UM CJf II arliclaa appwlng In this paslK • 
PH 0 N E : 217 ;5111-2812 (fm< 581-2923) 
EMAIL:J'••I• IMl8Wl0halmal.cam 
NIGHT STAFF: 
Night edllior •••••••••••••. Matt Melnhllt 
N9wa Dellgr1 ... . . . ........ . Nici Jenean 
Sparta Dellgr1 .. • .. • . .. • • • • .Jami F«ty 
Nfght fltlala ecMar ••••••• Cdan ~
Copy.._ .......... Mllary ...._.. 
~~~ 
·NfghtN.wadar . . . . . . .... · . 
• • • • . • . . • • • • • • • .. . • • • • . . Milt Melnhllt 
'Ibe News rearets the emr . 
CHARLESTOI POLICE BLOTTER 
1baft 
Sometime betwelll 12:15 and 4:4S a.m. Sat., Nov. 8, a drive-through sip valued at approadmatet7 
stolen from McDonald's, 12 W. Uncoln Ave., accordina to police reports. The ca1e is currently_... 
1ioo.. 
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ts and bolts 
ken word event to feature poetry, prizes 
Diversity Affairs 
bold a spoken word 
y night at the 7th 
away prizes to the top three c:an-
testants, ·1.eg1er 8lid. 
"We will be giving away prizes 
which include a DVD player, a per-
sonal CD player and a gift card 
from Wal-Mart," 1.egler llBid. 
Robinson was involved with the 
spoken word events Jast year and 
will be a part of both events this 
year. Robinson 8llid she will be 
there to make sure things run 
smoothly and to help performers 
register. Like Jast year, Robinson 
said be has bjgh expectations for 
this event. 
"We always expect high 
turnouts," Robinson said. "Last 
year the turnout was good and the 
competition was p-eat." 
There will be a second spoken 
word event in March, Robinson 
said 
The event will Jast from 8 p.m. to 
10 p.m. Tuesday at the 7th Street 
Underground, located in the base-
ment of the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. 
Everyone is welcome to come to 
the event and anyone who wants to 
perform can sign up before the 
show at 7:30 p.m. at the 7th Street 
Underground. 
EXTREME 
Stusday 
1.50 Etreme Shots 
.50 24oz. Miiier Lite 
1.75 Corona Bottles 
Council to 
unify 
• F<YUr C<XJl'dinafm' 
positi<ms must first be 
flUed; Student &mJJJ,e 
awrovaJ, also n£edJJd 
., 111'1111 0'lllllr 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT REPORTER 
The Student I.eadenbip Council 
will work 00 brinlinl all OJ'llllli» 
tions on campus toaether "1 
improving communiollMJD 
between the groups. 
Lisa Flam, ..------
student vice 
president for 
student affairs, 
said she came 
up with the idea 
of the council 
Jast year during 
a student dis-
cussion, in 
which students 
said they 
weren't satisfied with the 
of interaction "between m--...-.-n.· -
tiona on campus. 
"There really illl't 1aJ111i1• 
the university bria8' I 
those organi7.ations ~ ... 
llBid. 
An informatimal will - ..... 
Thursday at S p.m. in 1be 
Efftngbam Room of the 1111* 
Luther King Jr. Univlnlty 'Ullim, 
where students who are inlm" tt I 
in becoming council ........ 
be interviewed, Flam 8ldd. 
1be number of COUDdl _,_. 
will be dec:ided after the Jufw. 
tional meeting. 
There are four c:oordl-.' ,..._ 
tion8 in the council ........ 
wants to fill with imll" 1 • L 
able student.s. Altboulb 
rendy holds the palidon, 
president for lltadeat • - 1-•• 
always ovenee the COUDdl, wllle 
the fout' coordinators will I-* 
finance and records, community 
services, p1'0ll'8IDIDing and public 
relations, Flam said. 
The informational will allO tie 
opened to students who bne apjlt-
ions on things the council ..a 
improve. 
"I want to get a lot of lltUdem 
feedback," Flam said. 
Flam said she will bring tb8 ... 
of the council to the Student~.-.. 
after Thursday to get it IPPM_. 
as a part of Student Governm..r. 
"Hopefully, it will become a J111t 
of Student Government,• Flam 
said. 
The council will try to provide 
opportunities for Recopi7.ed 
Student Organimtiolls to add mem-
bers and meet other orpniutfons, 
Flam said An RS() fair W8I be1d 
· earlier in the semester, whilll 
recruited members to RSOs,, 9d 
Flam said she would like to .. 
more events like this in the future. 
"That's what the Studllllt 
Leadership Council will lx>pefullJ 
do," Flam said. 
THEDAIIX 
EASTERN NEWS 
"~U the truth and don't be o,fratd. • 
....... 
Jamie Fetty, Editor in chief 
AWrl Qnaaqulo, Managing editor 
JoM Ctanbera, News editor 
Milt Meinhelt, Associate news editor 
Ben Erwin, Editorial page editor 
Malt Wiiims, Sparta editor 
................... _ 
lllTOllAL 
Shuttle 
changes 
necessary 
a.tern's shuttle bus 8el'9ice nm much of the 
...-. without a consistent ICmdWe or pniper 
.._.tiliuc, but that IDllY be dwnain1 with a p~ 
Jlllll of new, Id busblg IChedule and a route to 
Owwpip, 811kJa1 other fmpro~ 
TM Sludmt Senate Shuttle Bua C.ommittee is 
CBlllltly wortma on an~ of improvements 
•S--'B shuttle aerrice, incluclina a desjpat-
.. ..,.. bus, a route to Clvunpqn, a relooled 
ldledule and a sbut-
d9 lllldne fer ltUdenta to 
.......... Mlm 
·--11r-o1~e. .... lllllttle Bus 
Qamitllee .... be hopes 
1D activate tbeae changes 
laf Dec. l. 
'1be cbanges were 
IPlmed by a series of 
llUdlnt questionnairea 
lllliDl wbat students 
wmld like to see and 
... inadequacies the 
.mtdebad. 
,,. first in the~ 
..... changes is a shut- ...;.,;;.;;;;;;;;;;.:!~.~ ... .,. 
tie ...vice after bar hOurs, but Howell said this 
dmJll is largely dependent upon Charleston City 
C-:011 propoeal to extend bar hours. While 
_,other universities have a bar busing service 
iB place, it would add safe alternative for bar 
pltrOll8 and ensure safety. 
A8Dlber of the committee's proposals includes 
• tlllephone shuttle bus 8Chedule that would allow 
llUdents to access bus schedules by phone and 
--yCJiee CODCeJ'IUI about service. The commit-
--..... a series of sips posting bus atope 
ride times, both of which would greatly 
.. ..,.. current system of students bavhlg 
•Idea when each bus runs and where 
--tielr up passeqera. 
•••are also planned for scheduling, which 
...... students can pt to Art Parle West on 
time for cluses. The schedule cbanps will also. 
mw me stops while eliminating others to 
die needs of students, Howell said. 
Tiie alauttle bus is a major fee to students, and 
bulls have been largely ineffective all semes-
tlr. Wll'h tbeae changes finally in the works, stu-
.. IM-tlaunr finally get their money's worth. The 
!J11Vice was created specifically to aid stu-
ml the committee bas largely failed in this 
_._Dr until now. 
fllilPllftJIIY, Howell will meet bis goal of impJe. 
--changes by his self-ap~illted Dee. l 
.... and finally give students "Mat~ pa: 
EDITORIAL I OPllUJW PAIE + THE DAILY EASTElll IEWS 
OPlllOI 
Rare relations have long way to 
WorcJa haft tbe IJ8'NI" .., 
ence, both --1ftly m4 poli-
tively. 
When put__., they cm be 
the wordaofa m1•11lllle-
or poem or t:be ...._ tbraalla-
out a Ufeti81e. Uuf.1111 •ly, 
however, wardl M9 an. U8ed to 
hurt. For Bllt•n tee«:Mn1 IUISi&-
tmt of Uninndty F'Nmdtticms 
'IUfiny Yatel, words were U8ed 
toburtber. 
Yates, a Africaa..American 
woman, WM verbally auaulted 
lut week at-lor e.u. by. 
white male who accoeted her and 
said '"Fuck JOU. maer•· 
Yates, wbo said abe ptbered 
the man's infonnadDD and made 
• formal complaint, ... upeet 
wlth bow die matter was bandied 
by Judic::fal Mfaira. 
"They ClOIDmeruted me for 
keeping a cool heed, u if I -
upectecl aat ID. 'n.r ......... 
not to dilcw wbll lllppened 
with anyone,• V.. Mid. 
Yat.ea felt she W to came for-
nrd to lbecl - llPt •. 
topic abe feela is all too aftea 
8W9pt .... * rus. ncillll • 
~
"'I lllld -·-- - ..... 
............. 
UniV91"111r wmn 
tbia b8ppmell. Row cm I teach a 
clua oa diversity when I have to 
deal with iporance like that?" 
Yatea said. 
Occurreacea like Yates' are not 
entirely llMDDllWJll 
Her incident comes weeks 
after a riot erupted outside of La 
"Yates, an M"Wan-
American woman, was 
verbally assaulted last 
week at Tuylor Hall, by 
a white male who 
accosted her and said 
'Fuck you, nigger!"' 
Bamba, where aevera1 black peo-
ple were mTelted in a iDddent 
involviq more ti.a just black 
people. 
One of thole amtatecl that 
ni8k WM Lee Graham, 36, a 
Mat1Daa. reaident. Graham bad DO 
arrest record prior to the inci-
dent at La Bamba, IDd ii current-
ly warkiDa toward. dlaree in 
nunina at LUe1md CoBtae. 
Graham bu clllliecl all the 
alleptfona bruqllt .... bfm 
that niabt. met Im aaid dm race 
WM molt Ubly a factor in bil 
arreet. la ...... coluam .. 
~in ...... .oa;q .BOltma 
News, OrUmn told bis aide of 
tbeatory. 
""'lb mUe a loq atary lhart. a 
crowd's anaer wu ipitecl when 
a black man wu accused of 
auaulting a white woman." 
Graham said that in retaliation 
for the alleaed auault, bis lister 
wu auaulted by a white QUID. 
Graham, wbo saw DO justifica-
tion for either auault~ said that 
---·,-----........,---........ - ------
YOIR TURI: LETTERS TO TIE EDITOR 
.............. " 
Gnllml will meet with 
.,.... ol dlle m.:t ...... 
..... ill till llm'dllROle 
of tbe u..ttn lAl1her Kina 
Union at 7 p.m. to c:tiacuaa 
inl out the detaila. 
Despite all the advances 
race relations over the 
accounts from Yates and G 
are indications that we atiD 
a loq way to go. 
Church merely enforcing own standar 
Your editorial concerning type of di8crimination is 
the forced resignation of the inexcusable for a religion 
bomosexuiil music director, that c:onaidera itself tolerant 
which appeared in the Nov. and loving is misJeading at 
7 edition of The Daily best. Note that the church 
Eastern News, fails to rec- did not reject the homosexu-
ognize the actual facts of al man from their congrega-
the case or the logic upon tion. They merely instructed 
which the resignation was him that as an official of 
based. that organization, he must 
fact, would it be inexcusable 
for the church to insist that 
he repent or resign? 
Clearly, the First 
Presbyterian Church ii 
innocent of any error in 
holding its officials account-
able. 'lb do otherwise would 
be negligent, irresponsible 
and inconsistent with the 
Glenn Anderson 
11formation Tuchnoloa 
Services employee 
I• acburch,~ abideby-loq, 
vate CR'gaspzation t I had Dr thea '8Tds TO JHE IDITQR; Die hlly Eillttrn ,.,_. .:cepta letters to 
, o lotser trasqif a to f =~:!t~~iaauel .:!::=be 
set or itself sp c • t1i'e church was ha an ~~
dards to which its officials affair with another woman =~= :S ":::;=tr~-=.-=-. 
m t submit? other than his wife and printed. Deplnding on ..,_ C01181ndnts, - ITllY edit i.u.a. eo kMP 
ouf Cl>MtiEdr tm'§ ~,·~a~b~"ltt~~""dlrY'I I' ............. "' 2 ' 5 I. ..,. ...... , 
81920; faxed to 217-581-2823; or e-mlhd to · 
re will focus on thrre 
priorities 
posed Interstate 57 exit, the 
possibility of creating a sin-
gle countywide Chamber of 
Commerce and the feasibil-
ity of one countywide 
Tuurism Bureau. 
· She said the board of 
directors for the 
Charleston Chamber of 
Commerce will be review-
resolution stated three main 
the alliance will tackle first. 
Wiii ~lore development 
to Rdute 16 and the pro-
ing the resolution Tuesday. 
She said the chamber is one of 
the last governing bodies to 
approve the idea of the alliance. 
THE DAILY EASTHlt ltEW8 
"The alliance is rhetoric. It accomplishes what 
should (have been) accomplished even before this 
resolution existed." 
-4.orelel Sims, ChalteslDn Clly CoUlcl member 
"Hopefully, they will be approv- were doing was fragmented and 
ing the resolution," Titus said they needeq more;comm41iP~,. 
She said th~e was a general The Charleston City Council 
feeh that ti. 9frJc the bodies voted TheB'1Y to en• tb~ 
Charleston City Council 
member Lorelei Sims 
talks about a proposed 
alliance~ a councl 
meeting last.month 
DAILY EAST-ERN NEWS 
P._HOTO BY STEPHEN HAAS 
alliance. . 
Although the resolution passed 
3-0, council member Lorelei Sims 
abstained from voting. 
She did not vote because 
Charleston and Mattoon fund each 
of the entities, so, as a government, 
they should be able to direct the 
entities. 
"The alliance is rhetoric," she 
said. "It accomplishes what should 
(llay.e. been) .a_s:complisfled ~ven 
before this resolution existed." 
DON'T LET THAT HOUSE OR APARTMENT 
GO UNRENTED !!!!!! 
ADVERTISE IN THE HOUSING 
GUIDE NOVEMBER 13 
FULL PAGE AD $600 
HALF PAGE AD $300 
QUARTER PAGE AD $150 
. 
. ' . 
I 
AP- While tuition costs keep on 
rilin& so do the salaries of college 
preaidents. 
A IUl'Vey of college presidential 
llllll'ies revealed Monday that the 
compensation packages given the 
lladel's of four private universities 
lalt year topped $800,000. 
The Chronicle of Higher 
Educ:atioo's annual salary report 
..., said that the top officials at 12 
public schools are scheduled to 
mm more then $.500,000 in 2003-
04. 
With an annual package of 
lllary and benefits totaling 
$81,400, Shirley Ann Jackson, the 
JINlident of Rensselaer 
l'olJtmcbnic Institute in 'Il'oy, N.Y., 
- the top earner among college 
presidents last year, the Chronicle 
said. 
The Chronicle said that doesn't 
include Jacbon's compensation 
for serving on eight ·corporate 
boards, which adds 8D additional 
$.591,000 to her annual income. 
Closely l>ebind Jacbon on the 
list of top ...,.... 8JD0111 private 
school pteaidents were Gordon 
Gee, the president of Vanderbilt 
University in Nashville <•2.000), 
the University of Pennsylvania's 
Judith Rodin ($845,474) and Arnold 
Levine of Rockefeller University 
($844,600). 
The a.romc1e said the $677,SOO 
that will be pat.in salary and ben-
efits in 200.l.ot to the University of 
MJcbipn's Mary Sue Coleman 
THE DAl tY EASTERN NEWS 
puts her atop the list of public insti-
tution leaders. 
Coleman is foll8wed on the pub-
lic schools list by University of 
Delaware President n.td Rme1le, 
who will earn $630,65I dda aca-
deplic year md Richard 
McCormick, who will · receive 
$625,000 to head New Jersey's 
Rutgers University. 
During the 2001..Q2 ftlclll year, 
the Cbronicle said, the dlief uecu-
tives of 27 private schools received 
compensation in exceu of 
$500,000. 
David Harpool, the president of 
Argosy University la Chicago, crit-
icized coDeee bomla that llPP1'0ve 
exorbitant salaries tor their presi-
dents while wMllBl ltUdents with 
tuition increases topping 10 per-
cent. 
"We don't apply any common 
sense business princ:iples to these 
decisions," said Harpool, the 
author of "Survivor College," a 
book that criticims nonessential 
spending on college campuses. 
The Chronicle compiles its data 
on the salaries paid the presidents 
of private institutions by review-
ing nonprofit tax. forms f'Jled last 
year by each school The current 
salaries of state college and uni-
versity presidents are detennined 
by reviewing both nonprofit tax 
forms and the public budgets filed 
by each institution. 
University of Illinois 
proposes tuition 
increase for 2004 
Gay bishop calls for church refo 
PETERBOROUGH, N.H. (AP) -
FacJna c:ritk:Um bim8elf u the 
Epiacopal Cbardl's first openly 
PY bishop, the Rev. V. Gene 
. Robinaon says be wants the church 
to seek outtbe diaebfraDcbiaed and 
speak out Gil moral ---
RobiJllon, preaching Sunday for 
the ftrst time since his comecr. 
tion Jut week, told his COllll'fll8llt8 
that Jesus spent Dl08t of his time 
with women, tax collecaors and for-
tJRBANA (AP)-The University 
fl Dlinois will ask its board of 
trustees this week to approve an 8 
perwnt tuition increase for next 
yem; but new students will have to 
P8)' even more because of a new 
tuitkn-prantee program, a uni-
wnity official said Monday. 
"I think that the risk 
that the university 
assumes is worth the 
advantage to our 
students in having a 
stable, predictable 
tuition." 
• eigners, not with rabbis and 
wealthy members of the temple. 
Tiie 8 percent increase would 
am.ct cootinuing students at all 
three campuses, but students new 
1D tbe university beginning next 
IUIDlllel' wou1d be asked to pay an 
Nlclftlnnal 7.4 percent to cover the 
eoll: of the new guarantee, said 
a.tel' S. Gardner, vice president 
tar academic affairs. 
"When we provide this guaran-
tee, we have to estimate bow much 
additional bdtlon rev.enue we're 
aoing 1D need in each of the next 
three years in order to pay the 
costs of educating these students 
who get the four-year guarantee,'" 
Gardner said. 
The bdtion-guarantee program 
was approved by the Illinois 
Legislature last spring and affects 
all public universities in the state. 
The university's Board of Tn}.stees 
is expected to discuss the proposal 
at its meeting in Urbana on 
Thursday. 
While new students will pay sub-
stantially more than continuing 
llUdents the first year, their tuition 
COllt8 will not change, assuming 
they complete their degree in four 
Jelll'S, Gardner said. 
"It means we have to assume 
IOIDe ri8k. We've· got to predict 
what our revenue needs are going 
1D be iri order to set the guaranteed 
tuition," Gardner said. "I think that 
the risk that the univeriity 
assumes is worth the advantage to 
our students in having a stable, 
predictable tuition." 
The 8 percent increase in base 
tuition will bring the university 
about $25 million, which will help 
the university restore 480 courses, 
as well as 80 faculty, 160 teaching 
assistant and 40 instructor posi-
tions that were lost to budget cuts 
over the past year, Gardner said. 
The 8 percent increase would 
put undergraduate tuition for 
Illinois residents at $3,007 per 
semester, an increase of $223, at 
the Urbana-Champaign campus, 
according to · university-prepared 
documents. New students at 
Urbana-Chilmpaign would have to 
pay a total of $669 more than cur-
rent rates for a total of $3,230 per 
semester-a figure that would not 
change for four years becauae of 
the tuition guarantee. 
Come Register for 
Guest Ring Announcer! 
llEITUIG 
Friday Night 7th Heaven is back!!! 
Jesus "looked at the religious 
establishment of his day and real-
i7.ed they bad closed their eyes to 
those on the margins," be said 
''Think of all the kinds of blind-
ness right outside this door: not 
seeing people in need, or turning 
the other way when we do." 
The church, Robinson said, must 
express its opposition to social 
injustice, such as the lack of med-
ical care for many Americans. 
"How dare we in this country 
spend $87 billion on war when 44 
miilion peopla halve no health 
insurance?" he said. 
After the service at All Saints 
Twista: 
Rapper brings 
musicru variety to 
Eastem's rampus 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
"I think it is a good way for peo-
ple not from Chicago to hear new 
types of music," Forte said. "Ifs a 
different style from what people 
are used to hearing." · 
Some students who are longtime 
fans of Twista are having friends 
visiting just for the occasion. 
--- ,., Qllllr 4;41, 11:50, P:GO 
U'(PI) Dlllr 4:1 s, 7:30, 9:llO 
llA1llX: EIUlUTIDll (II) Diiiy 4:00. 5.1!0, 
7:00, 8:00. 10:00 
11A11C1 CPI) o.iiy 4:30. 7:tS. 9:40 
- .., (N'll) Diiiy 5:15, 8:20 
ICMY llCNE I ( .. 11) D111r 5:30. ?:4&. 10:10 
1EUS -----(II) Dlllly 5:45, 
1:10, 10:ID . 
Church, Robinson aaid he hopes 
people who disalree with bis coo-
ftrmat:ion will remain within the 
tpiscopal Church, instead of 
breaking away. 
Consei'vatives within the U.S. 
clmrch have asked the Archbishop 
of Canterbury, the spiritual bead of 
the Anllican Church, to autbarima 
separate Anglican province for 
them in North America. 
Three conservative dioc11es -
PittsbUl'lh and two in 'lUas -
approved meuurea Saturday 
refiectin& displeasure with 
Robinson's appointment. 
The Pittsburgh diocese 
approved an amendment aimed at 
allowing the diocese to ignore 
some of the natiooal church's poli-
cies. The Fort Worth diocese 
passed a resolution repUdiating 
Robinson's appointment. The 
Northwest Texas diocese in 
Amarillo decided individuals can 
ask to keep 2004 donations within 
the diocese rather than sending 
part of them to a national 
Episcopaliian Ofll&Dimtion. 
At a reception after the service, 
churchgoer Jack Jones said he was 
Darin J erome, freshmen athletic 
training major, is not only going to 
the concert, but has friends com-
ing from the Chicago area to see it. 
"Yeah, I was excited to hear be 
was coming to our campus," 
Jerome said. "Ifs a good change 
from O.A.R. I am having a bunch of 
friends come down just for the 
concert - it ebould be a good time." 
While a lot of students are excit-
ed about the concert, some don't 
share that enthusiasm. 
Sarah Makris, freshmen elemen-
tary education major, is not going 
to the coocert. She said she doesn't 
like 1\vista, and neither do most of 
her friends. Sbe explained the coo-
cert does not really affect her, and 
"all for" Robinaon. 
"He's a real brave 
intelligent, and if people don: 
to come to church for.him, 
go somewhere else," aaid J 
Elsewhere in the state, 
lWf the members of the 
parish in Rochester walked 
Sunday services to protest 
missal of their interim 
who oppt>ses Robin8on's 
ment. 
Bishop Douglas Theuner 
Diocese of New 
removed the Rev. Donald 
on Friday for insu 
when Wilsm refused to 
Concord to meet with 
the matter. Robinson will 
ically succeed Theuner 
bishop retires next year. 
The American Anglican 
a national conservative 
opposed to Robinson's el 
called on Theuner to r 
Wilson. 
"Bishop Theuner's actions 
resent an act of war against a 
church of 100," AAC p 
Canon David Anderson said 
statement. 
she does not care either w 
comes to F.astem. 
Other students do not 
opinion about the show. 
Kara Brannstron), frei11tmia 
mentary education major, 
going to the concert and 
hear of 'IWista before the 
was announced. She 
thinks it is a good idea to 
fereot styles of music at 
because different people 
fereot tastes. 
"If people lilr.e his m~ 
guess it is a good idea for 
come," Brannstrom said 
"He isn't really my 
him being here brinp 
the campus." 
We wa 
you ... 
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ional Guard called up 
ELD (AP) - More than 500 members 
Guard units in central Illinois are 
ilized to support U.S. military opera-
q. 
bers of the 139th Mobile Public Affairs 
Detachment in Springfield will head to Fort 
McCoy, Wis. 
Tuachers in Park Ridge, 
Niles go out on strike 
of units in Paris and Peoria and two 
· gfield were notified Monday they 
called up as part of Operation Iraqi 
or up to 18 months of active duty. 
The latest deployment means about 2,300 
Illinois Army and Air National Guard members 
have been called to active duty to support opera-
tions in Iraq, Afghanistan and at home, officials 
said. 
l report to their mobilization stations in 
1 states next month before heading to 
National Guard officials said they prepared the 
soldiers and their families for the possibility of 
deployment with training, physicals, immuniza-
tions, equipment and family support. 
States Central Command's theater of 
officials said. . 
0 members of the 1st Battalion, 106th 
· ent in Peoria will head to Fort 
]Cy., and 60 members of the 232nd 
rt Battalion in Springfield will go to 
bury, Ind. About 170 members of the 
sportation Co. in Paris and 10 mem-
"The Illinois National Guard has an outstanding 
reputation for getting the job done whenever they 
have been called .to duty," Brig. Gen. Randal 
Thomas, Illinois' adjutant general, said in a pre-
pared statement. "I know they will continue that 
standard of excellence." 
and the school's first 
as well as McAfee 
and the Physical 
· ding were among the 
to campus while Buzzard 
'ttee evolved into the 
Faculty Senate. 
active in the hiring 
is said to have known 
at the university by 
Hall was named after 
, the same year he 
r a ~year term. 
1970, was completed in 1959. 
Doudna announced an adminis-
trative reorgani7.ation in 1961 and 
four Years later, the Committee of 
15 voted to change its name to 
Faculty Senate. Doudna also faced 
the social turmoil of the times dur-
ing eras of desegregation and the 
Vietnam War. 
In 1970, final plans were made 
for the Afro-American Cultural 
Center after Doudna met with 
black students. He also lowered the 
flag in front of Old Main to half. 
staff in response to a student 
march protesting the shooting of 
four Kent State students. 
Doudna got a taste of the 
activism movement when 2,000 
angry students marched to his 
house after a $liO increase in dorm 
fees was proposed. He was well-
known and liked around campus 
and resigned in 1971. 
Fite once banned erotic film 
Gilbert Courtland Fite served as 
president of Eastern, from 1971 to 
1977. He saw himself as an "edu-
cator-scholar," rather than an 
administrator. 
He raised money for the Tarble 
Arts Center, which was built later. 
In 1972, Eastern students won 
the right to vote in Coles County 
elections after being assisted in the 
fight by the American Civil 
Liberties Union. 
In the same year, Eastern's foun-
dation bought a house to be used as 
the President's House. 
Fite was the first to call it home. 
In 1975, Fite prohibited the Eastern 
Film Society's showing of an "erot-
ic" film, which was later overruled 
by an attomey representing the 
Board of Governors. 
In the same year, he released a 
survey demonstrating the $28 mil-
. lion a year economic impact 
Eastern had on the Charleston com-
munity. 
The sentiment of that era was for 
short presidential terms. Fite 
resigned in 1977 to take an 
endowed chair position as a history 
professor at the University of 
Georgia. 
He was known for encouraging 
community service and emphasiz-
ing intercollegiate athletics. 
Marvin left Eastern for First 
National Bank 
Eastern's youngest president, 
Daniel Marvin, Jr., began his term 
in 1977 at age 39. The year 1978 
brought about many victories and 
changes at Eastern under his guid-
ance. 
The football team be~e the 
NCAA OiVision II national chmnpi-
ons and afternoon classes were 
canceled because of 17 inches of 
snow in three hours. 
The ROTC program came to life 
in 1980 and the campus newspaper 
was deemed The Daily Eastern 
News. A year later, Tarble Arts 
Center, named for the cofounder of 
Snap-On Tools Corporation, was 
dedicated and became the only 
campus building built entirely ftvm 
private funding. Old Main was also 
PARK RIDGE (AP) - Classes 
were canceled Monday and 
Wedriesday for more than 4,300 
students in Park Ridge/Niles 
Elementary School District 64 
because of a teachers strike. 
The schools bad been sched-
uled to be closed Tuesday for 
Veterans' Day. 
The district's 360 union teach-
ers voted to go on strike early 
Monday after marathon negotia-
tions failed to reach a contract 
agreement. 
The strike affects six elemen-
named to the National Register of 
Historic Places that year. 
Marvin retired in June of 1983 to 
become the president of the First 
National Bank of Mattoon. 
Recreation Center funds gar-
nered under Rives' tenure 
Decatur native Stanley G. Rives 
became Eastern's president · in 
1984. In 1985, Rives oversaw the 
Thoth Decade Campaign to raise $5 
million for the University 
Foundation in five years. The proj-
ect met its goal 18 months early. 
Verna Armstrong, Eastern's first 
female vice president, served 
under Rives. 
Many historic Eastern moments 
occurred durmg Rives' term: 
• Burl Ives, an Eastern alumni, 
was honored in 1985 
• Eastern's first Homecoming 
king was nominated in 1985 
• Charleston's first local news 
show was given by WEIU-TV in 
1986 
• In 1988, Eastern was named 
one of the 350 most recognizable 
and prestigidus undergraduate uni-
versities among 1,500 four-year col-
leges in the United States. 
• In 1990, students passed a ref-
erendum to raise student funds in 
order to acquire money to build a 
recreation center. The recreation 
center was completed in 1991, one 
year before Rives retired. 
tary schools and two middle 
schools in Chicago's northwest-
ern suburbs. 
Teachers said they intended to 
begin picketing at 8 a.m. Monday. 
Authorities said the strike was 
the first in the district since a 
two-day walkout in 1979. 
In its last offer, the school 
board proposed pay increases of 
3.09 percent over three years. 
The teachers were demanding 
raises of 6.45 percent over the 
same period. 
Joms: Heavy interest in 
theater 
In 1992,. an $11.3 million budget 
request was made by former Gov. 
Jim Edgar for the rehabilitation of 
the Buzzard building. Eastern was 
recognized by the U.S. News and 
World Report as one of the top 66 
Midwest Regional Colleges and 
Universities - and David L. Jorns 
was being sworn in as Eastern's 
new president. 
Jorns, known campus-wide for 
his interest in theater, initiated a 
multi-phased planning project 
called the "strategic plan" in 1993. 
In 1998, the renovations of Buzzard 
were completed. Jorns retired in 
1999. 
Surles known for fundraising 
Eastern's next president made two 
historical firsts for the university. 
Carol D. Surles became the first 
female to hold the president posi-
tion at Eastern full time and was 
also the first black president. 
Surles, who took office in 1999, 
was known for her strength in 
fundraising. After Surles took 
office, the university also saw an 
increase in the minority student 
population. 
In 2000, a new Electronic Writing 
Portfolio .requirement was imple-
mented and construction seemed to 
be a never-ending project across 
campus. 
Surles retired in 2001 because of 
breast cancer. 
Don't let all of the leaves fall off 
before you get your yearbook! 
Yearbooks ·available NOW 
~\ @Buzzard ~ ~(@ Student Publications Office) 
Questions please call 58 I -28 I 2 
... also coming soon ... info on yearbook grbuf? photos 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
HELP WANTED 
Pst-tlme receptionist evening 
8l1d saturday 12-5 pm, profes-
llonal appearance required. 
Pi.le apply in person to Rick 
Berg, Ken Dlepholz Chevrolet 
Olds Cadillac 631 W. Lincoln, 
Ctwleston. EOE. 
_______ 11/11 
$550 WEEKLY SALARY mailing 
our postcards from home. No 
eacperlnce necessary. FT/PT. 
Gentine Opportunity. FREE 
Supplies. Call 1-708-808-5182 
~4holn). 
_______ 11/13 
County Schoolhouse Preschool Is 
new accepting applications for 
chlld an assistants. Full or pa-t-
time positions available. 
Experience pr&femid. 345-3082 
_______ 11121 
HlflNG FOR SECOND SEMES-
TER: Pst time and full time posl-
tlonl aeeklng candidate for order 
entry. Slrong keyboarding skllls a 
plus, must possess excellent 
conm.ncation skills, experience 
.ittl phone sales helpful. 
Scheduling flexible. Apply at 
Scholaatic Recognition, Inc. 5955 
Psk Drive, Charleston. For direc-
tlonl cal 345-9194 
_______ 11121 
JOURNALISM AND ENGLISH 
MAJORS: Hh1ng for second 
..,..... part time and full time 
polftlona, proof readers/copy sat-
... Must po88SS command of 
Englllh language and abllty to 
dllclrn mistakes in text . qulckly 
8l1d accurately. Experience with 
quark and/or pagemaker a plus. 
ScheduHng flexible. Apply at 
Scholaatic Recogniton, Inc. 5955 
Psk Drive, Cha1eston. For direc-
tions call 345-9194 
_______ 11121 
Bartender trainees needed. $250 
a day potential. Local positions. 
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539. 
_______ 1122 
Searchlag for a job that works 
sound your class schedule? 
fMfalo Cody in partnership with 
WwlBIBff has Immediate long 
t9rm cuatonw service I inside 
l8leB positions available. We 
ol'fer: flexible scheduling, a 
fun/professional atmosphere, 
paid training and competitive· 
starting salary. Call Nowll 345-
1303 Weststalf eoe m/f/h/v 
--~------>00 CALL NOWlll CONSOLIDATED 
MARKET RESPONSE in partner-
llhlp with WESTAFF is lookifl9 for 
people just Hke you to be a part of 
cu taanlll $7/HR WITH GRADU-
ATED PAY INCREASES Work 
8"U1d YOUR schedule with our 
new ftexlble hours: 5p-9p; 12p-4p 
or 12:30p-9p Business casual 
atmosphere Bonus potential 
Advancement opportunity Call 
today to schedule your personal 
lnmrvlew: 345-1303 
..-.------~oo 
FOR REIT 
1,2, !Sid 3 Bdrm apts. Available 
lmmedlately or for spring 2004 
--- Short and long term 
...... Gnlat for transfer students 
or llUdant te.:hers. Call (217)-
M-0819 (leave message). 
11/13 
.... 2004 rentals. 2 blks east of 
csnpua. 3 bdrm unit, stove, 
...... DSl. ready, W/D, lawncare, 
hll'l Ind. cal 345-5821 
_______ 11/14 
l10lm far 2004 across from cam-
l*lio'4 peope needed. 345-2416 
-----~----11/14 
Apmllnent for 2004. 3 bedroom 
- cmmpus. Check 'em out 
WW Alulf*.com or 345-
2411. 
________ 11/14 
Howe 4-6 people, 1 & 2 Bedroom 
aplB. 2004-2005 school year 12 
monlh leases 345-4602 
________ 11111 
FOR REIT 
3 bedroom house, 1 bath cloee to 
campus. Call (847)275-3933 
_______ 11/17 
BRITTANY RIDGE townhouse 
available January 2004 for 2 to 5 
tenants. Bagln price! 345-4489, 
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, 
Realtor. 
_______ 11121 
leasing for 2004: 2 l;>edroom 
completely furnished, newly 
remodeled. DSL furnished. NO 
pets. 917 4th Street 235-0405 or 
317-3085. 
_______ 11121 
Furnished, 2 BR apartment avail 
Jan 1. Close to campus! Off street 
par1<ing, 1rash, W/D on site, AC. 
Call 345-7286 
_______ 11/30 
3 Bedroom apartment 2 blocks 
from campus. $235 each per 
month.345-3554 
_______ 1213 
Brittany Ridge: 4 bedroom for 4 or 
5 people. 2 112 bath, dishwasher, 
washer/dryer, DSL Great floor 
plan. Local, Responsive landlord. 
$210/person 348-8886, leave 
message. 
_______ 12115 
Girls furnished houee for 4-5. 112 
block from avnpus, 10 month 
lease. No pets or parties. 345-
5048. 
.• • : OQ 
1 and 2 bedroom furnished apts. 
10 month lease, low ulllltles 345-
5048. 
~----------JKJ NOW LEASING SU., SP., FA. 
2004. NICE HOUSES AND 
APARTMENTS ALL CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS. 345-6967 
________ oo. 
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSE 
for 3-5 persons, unbeatable floor 
plan, 4 BR, deck. central AIC, 
washer/dryer, dishwasher, 
garbage disposal, 2 112 baths. 
New capet, Hnoleum and paint. 
DSL Internet ready. Trash and 
paved parking Included, near 
campus, local responsive land-
lord. From $188-$300 I person. 
Available Janway, lease Jength 
nef<>ti8b1e. 217-246-3063 
H'* Gala! 2 bedroom fu~ 
apartment, next to park at 1111 
2nd St. water, trash, and laundry 
included for $265 each/month. 1 o 
or 12 month lease available. Cd 
now at 549-1957 or 348-5427. 
________ oo 
1,2,and 3 bedrooms close to 
campus. 4 locations to choose 
from. Call 345-6533 
--------'00 
Exceptionally ecoi IOl11icall 1 bed-
room apt. with loft. Furnished for 
a single or couple. $375 month. 
For one or $430 month for two. 1 
block north of O'Brian Fild. For 
school year 2004-2005. Call John 
345-6350 
___________ oo 
PANTHER PADS has a CLEAN 
and WEU.-MAINTAINED duplex 
located at 1512 2nd St. for 2 
groups of 2 or 1 group of 4. It has 
4 bdrms, 2 baths, 2 kitchens, 2 
llvlng rooms. for $285 per person 
per month, 12 month lease, no 
pets. Call 345-3148 or check It 
out er www.pmrtherpads.com __________ .__oo 
Need a semestei lease from JAN-
MAY? We haw a l.l'1ique 2 bdrm 
for rent. 1 block from Buzzard. 
345-5088 
-----~~-·00 
"Listed as top landlord for 2003 In 
Eastern Newsl"1 Bedroom apts. 
for August 04-05. PP&W PROP-
ERTIES. 2 EXCELLENT LOCA-
TIONS 1 BLOCK, & 1 1/2 
BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD MAIN 
ON IJTH ST. 1 or 2 person leases. 
Central heat & A/C, laundry facHl-
ty. Trash service 8nd off street 
parking included. Perfect for seri-
ous student or couples. 348-8249 
_________ .00 
CAMPUS CLIPS 
AMERICAN ASSOC.: Meeting tonight, 6pm In Coleman, room 
ICHOOL OF 1ECHNOLOGYllNTl:RNA110NAL PAOGRQe 
lnbmatlonal mtg for Brazll 2004 Study Abroad Tues, Nov 11 from 4-
5prn in the Efingham Rm of the Union. Learn about the exciting EIU 
...,.,.. trip, ·erazn 2004: The Itaipu oam• scheduled for May 16-June 
3, 2004. For men Info, cal Or. W8feek Wahby, 2318. 
90l'MY CLUB: Meeting Wed, Nov 12, at 7pm In Ufe Science 
. lllclng, Rm 2040. Speaks: c.t W:xlltch lEIU ~ Erwlranrnental 
.......... for Nlllunll Rleoun» Dlmlge af .,..... Dlpt.of 
ltMa11•llll Mmlagernent. 'folllc:........ --.., he 
popc:om & plant ....... 
FOR REIT 
2004-2005 3 bdrm fumiahed apt. 
Central air, garbage disposal, 
laundry on premise. 1521 1st 
345-5048 
-~----~--00 2004-2005. 312 BEDROOM 
HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH 
APARTMENTS. 1026 EDGAR. 
348-5032 
--~-----'00 
For 2004/2005 Nice 4 and 5 bed-
room houses. Excellent locations, 
cable internet hook-ups in fN8l'Y 
bedroom. Washer and Dryer 
hookup. 275-300 per person. Call 
345-0652 
~~--~-~-00 BUCANNAN ST. APTS, 1 Bdrm 
now available. FOR SPRING 
2004. Call 345-1266 
~~------'00 
04-05 fall- 2,3,4 bedroom 2 bath 
aplB. new, clean, and cloee to EIU 
345-6100. 
~~--~~~__,00 
JUST NOW AVAILABLE: 2BR 
UNF APT WITH STOVE, REFRIG, 
MICRO, CEILING FAN/AC, 
TRASH PD. 1305 1 IJTH STREET. 
$395 MO. PH. 348-7746. 
~~------'00 Clean, nice, furnished 2 bdr apt. 
FOR SALE 
Loft bed, fits room with bol-
ster. Painted white, $75, will 
deliver! Call618-238-4166 
-~,__~...,,.....,,___..,........11111 
For sale: 92 Olds Acitieva, 
97000 miles, Runs good. 
$1500 OBO. 34>2091 
,__ ______ .11113 
Runs great, 1990 Mustang 
GT Hatchback, VS, white, 
11~ miles, $2,500. Call John 
@217-581-3691 or (708) ~ 
6548. 
------~·11/14 
ROOMMATES 
Roommates wanted, 
$29Slmonth. Call Lindsey 
348.1479 
()() 
Roommates-----=-fo-r..,3-B=R--=-fur·-
nisbed apartments. $290 per 
~· 1S09 s. 2nd. Call 346-
--~+-~~--..._~:00 
SUILESSORS 
SUILESSORS 
3 Br. Apartment, needs 1 
roommate, sink in room, 
Millennium Place, rent 
debatable. can 348-9392. 
--~--~-12A)1 
PERSONALS 
ATI'ENTION AIL GRADU-
ATING SENIORS! If you are 
interested in a yearbook of 
your senior year, and are not 
sure how to pick it up, come 
to the Student Publications 
office, room 1802 BUZ7.8l"d 
Hall, and for only $4 we will 
mail you a copy in the Fall 
when they are published. 
can 581-2812 for more infor-
mation. 
-------~()() Carole's· Piano now accept-
ing new students. All ages 
welcome. Beginner to 
advanced levels. can 417-
8685 for more information. 
Carole is also available to 
play for functions, recitals, 
parties and contests. 
-------~00 
AllOUICEMEITS 
#1 Spring Break ~ 
110% Best prices! 
Jamaica, 
Bahamas, Florida. 
NOW and receive 
meals & parties. 
Reps wanted! I 
7 0 0 
endlesssummerto 
WINTER AND 
BREAK. SKI AND 
TRIPS ON SALE 
www.suncbase.com 
CALL 1-800-SUN 
TODAY! 
ACT NOW! Book 11 
get 12th trip free. G 
counts for 6+ 
break discounts.com 
838-8202 
available for Jan. 04. 
Parking/trash Incl., laundry on 
pnll'nlaes, locally owned, located 
by BU police. Call 34&-0673 
leave~mag. 
~~--~-~--00 BUZZARD STUDENTS. 
Male roommate wanted. 
Atrium apartments. 
$26Mno. Spring semester. 
Call Joe at 348-1976 or 773-
339-2587. 
11117 
s=PRIN==G=---...,,s=UB-1.="ESSoR 
NATURAL FOOD AND 50% off winter 
NUTRITION 422 Madison house resale shop. 
Check our internet specials fairgrounds and fi 
0 www.n-f-n.com sips. 348-8001 
Lincolnwood Plnetree has age 2 
BR aplB. available 0 2020 10th. 
Call 345.6000 to see! 
------~---· 00 Renting now for FBI of 2003. 4 BR 
houses. Within walking distance 
of Eastan. Call 345.2467 
--------'00 
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S. 
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apls, low 
utllltles. New capet and new fur-. 
nlt\R. Leasing for Spring 2004 
and Fall 2003 semestws. Call 
348-3583 
~~------__.00 
AVAILABLE JAN 04. NEW 1 BR 
.APT-Washer/Dryer, Stove, Refrlg, 
MiF.wave, Di"1~. 9tfr. Trash J 
Pd1 $450 mo. fJ~fl-:folk. Ph. I 34•-7746. W.!Charlestoni-
laplB.com 
_______ _.00 
NEEDED. $3SWMO., ONE 
BEDROOM, INCLUDES 
CABLE, WATER, TRASH, 
PARKING. CALL 847-736-
9015 
,,.,....,----_.,..-1.1118 
Girl roommate subleaaor for 
2 bedroom apt., Spring 
semester (Jan 1st) $2SG'mo. 
345-4602 
,.......,--~-~-11111 
Spring Break- sign up with 
Student Express and get 
FREE roundtrip airline tick-
ets to over 15 International 
destinations-including 
Aruba, Dominican Republic, 
Costa Rica, C&ribbean bot 
spots and more. Why go with 
anyone else. Limited offel'-
__,,_,_-,,___-..,..,,.._11/20 call now. Commission rep 
Looking for sublessorl 1 positions also available. ~ 
bedroom of 2 bedroom wl 787-3787. www.studentex-
roommate already living in. press.com 
Right in front of EIU. Call 11/ll 
217-348-1652 Ask for Spring Break 2004. 1hlvel 
Andrew. with STS, America's #1 
11/21 Student Thur ~rator 
Female sublessor needed for , Jamaica, Cancun, A 
Spring. 3 bedroom apt, own Bahamas, and N9W"' 
bedroom w/ sink vanity, low hiring campus reps. can for 
utilities. East of Old Main group discounts. 
next to Joey's. can Jamie@ Information/Reservations 1~ 
348-9301. 800-648-4849 or 
· 11122 www.ststravel.com 
------~12/tt 
l1Jel(ewllarkli1•• 
till Ciossword Edited by Will Shortz 
ACROSS 24"Senior" in 46Parental .......,,.......,....---..--
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ER 105, CHICAGO 97 
~kins pulls tall NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY MILLER 
¥es for Nuggets 
GO (AP) - Tiny Earl Boykins was huge for the 
Nuggets. 
foot-5 guard drilled a 3-pointer with 38 seconds left 
night to lead the Nuggets to a 105-97 victory over 
Bulls. 
up four and I missed a layup, and they went on a S-
kins said. "So the 3 was nothing but a makeup shot" 
was a pretty one, though. Standing just beyond the 3-
OK, T~ 
~~FUL.L-. 
TIMt;. TO 
~O\[';,_ ~ TO 
~~---
at the top of the key, Boykins calmly drilled the 25-
then raised his right arm. Bulls rookie Kirk Hinrich BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER 
3 at the other end, and Chicago was forced to foul. 
· finished with 14 points and a season-high nine 
for the Nuggets, who got their second road win of the 
ftespite shooting only 38 percent. Rookie Carmelo 
had yet another big night, scoring a team-high 26 
d pdding eight rebounds and three assists. 
nice to win here," Denver coach Jeff Bzdelik said. 
y hometown. I'd be lying if I didn't say it was spe-
jl)Might." 
Bulls, it was another wruited opportunity: Though 
-tter than SO percent for a second straight game, 
·· done in by turnovers and sloppy mistakes. 
-~~son-high 25 turnpvers - 16 in~ first half , , • 
and Denver turned the miscues into 30 pciints. 
lHE FACT lllAT SO 
IM~ OTHERWISE SANE 
111.AQ( PEOA.E WATC!l 
UPff IS OEPRESSING _ 
WHAT HAPPENEP TO OUR SENSE 
OF TASiE? WHAT HAPPENEP TO 
PRIPE? HAVE IM REAQlEP A POINT 
WHERE 111.AQ( PEOPl.E Will ACCEPT 
AH\'THXHG AS OKAY?1 
9 
l 
• 
~ 
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RUGBY 
Panthers cap season with tough 
By Michael Gilbert 
SPORTS REPORTER 
The Eastern women's rugby team 
capped of a successful season with a 
:ZS.21 road victory over the 
University of North Carolina on 
Nov. 8 in Greenville, S.C. 
In her final game for the blue and 
white, senior center Becky Carlson 
scored twice to pace the Panthers. 
Freshman Laura Vale.ore added a try 
and the Panthers defense preserved 
the victory against North Carolina. 
Junior prop/hooker Desi Pence 
said the win ended a great season for 
the Panthers. 
"It was really important for us to 
win against North Carolina because 
if we didn't win it wouldn't have mat-
tered what we did the rest of the sea-
son," Pence said ''It was great to 
beat a large school like North 
Carolina at their home." 
Senior center Mary Archer said 
the victory against North Carolina 
was a goal the team knew they could 
attain. 
''First of all, we knew we could 
beat them," Archer said. "This win 
shows everything we worked so 
hard for came into place." 
With the victory, the Panthers fin-
ished the season with a 9-1 record 
that included two victories over 
schools from the. Big Tun (Illinois 
and Ohio State), one from the Big 12 
(Iowa State) and also a road win 
against Stariford from the Pacific 10 
Ccmference. 
'lbe Panthers started their season 
by defeating instate rival Illinois in 
Urbana-Champaign Eastern over-
came an early deficit and outscored 
the Fighting Illini 13-5 in the secmd 
half to pick up the victory 23-15. 
Junior Nikki Pmce scored on two 
ttys on the day including one to tie 
the score at 15. With the games bal-
ance still uncertain, sophomore 
Amber lDgsdon scored the eventual 
game-winning try to put the 
Panthers up ~15. 
DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY STEPHEN HAAS 
Senior center Mary Archer weaves through a pair at Arkansas players cUfng a game at Lakeside Rugby Field 
Oct.18. 
"That (Illinois) was a win that down against The Ohio State 
kick-started our season," Pence said. University. 
''Witlnrt that victory, we wouldn't In a match which Panthers bead 
have been able to accomplish all that coach Frank Graziano described as 
we did." an ''ugly win," Eastern would pick up 
Archer agreed with her teammate their 15th consecutive win and 
and added that it's always nice to improve to 4-0 on the season at home 
beat a rival with a 2.2.-7 victory over the 
'-ibe Illinois game really set the Buckeyes. 
tone for the season," Archer said "It Carlsen started the Panther scor-
seems like every year the other team ing at the middle of the first half with 
wins and last year they beat us. 'Ibey a try and conversation. Senior cap-
are a rival and it was important to tain Kate Thake would increase the 
beat them." Panthers lead to 17-7 in the seaDd 
~picked tiP·~~f and Ponce ~close out the 
against Iowa State (75-0) in<t 1'i1lOn '.8corin; with jt.ist one minute remain-
(72-S) before a late September show- ing with a successful try. 
Unfortunately for Eastern, both 
• winning streaks would come to an 
end the following Saturday in 
Charlestm in a match against Penn 
State. The Nittany Lions opened up 
an 18-0 lead at halftime and led 30-0 
before a try by Billie Salyers put the 
Panthers cm the board Wrth just 
minutes remaining in the match, 
Penn State added their final try of 
the game to put the Panthers away 
3.5-5. 
''This was a difficult defeat for 
us," Graziano said. "We prepared 
well for this,~e knQwing it might 
be the toughest On the schedille but 
we simply did not match up athleti-
''It was an excellent 
us," Pence said. ''We faced a 
tough competition and other 
loss against Penn State we 
great." 
With Eastern being the 
NCAA certified rugby team 
not a tournament or bowl 
athletes in other sports to 
Pence said that the Panthers 
tive at the start of the season 
necessarily to defeat every 
rather to go out and play the 
they could 
''Our goal going into the 
isn't to win every match; inst 
want to go and play our game 
let the other team con 
match," Pence said. " 
Graziano sets high standards 
and we want to fulfill them." 
For a team that has won 20 
last 21 games over the past 
SOOS, the only concerns are 
the graduating seniors. 
Eastern had just three 
(Carlson, Thake and Ar 
each will leave Charlestmt 
many accolades. 
Car1soo, back after a two 
tus that included letters in 
nis and soccer, was the team 
overall athlete. Thake is the 
reigning most-valuable pla 
was Eastem's leader in 
49. Archer was named the 
most improved player last ys 
in 2000, she earned the Pan 
standing freshD:ian award 
"It will be close to im 
replace them," Pence said 
freshmen in their spots next 
will be a challenge." 
NFL: ST. LOUIS 33, BALTIMORE 20 N C A A B A S K E T B A. L L 
Rams depend on unknown defenders Bradley seni 
ST. LOUIS (AP)- On a night when the 
Rams' big-name offense faltered, 
unknown defenders stepped forward to 
lead St. I.Duis to victory. 
With Marc Bulger, Marshall Faulk and 
Turry Holt unable to get much going, 
defenders like Brian Young and 
Jerametrius Butler were the heroes. 
Young recovered three Baltimore fum-
bles and Butler had two interceptions as 
the Rams' defense made the offense's 
paltry 121 yards stand up in Sunday 
night's 33-20 win over the Ravens. 
The Rams forced four fumbles and 
Young, a fifth-round draft pick from 
Texas-El Paso in 2000, just seemed to be 
in the right place when the ball crune pop-
ping out. 
''Two of them, I was on the ground and 
the ball rolled right to me," Young said. 
Young, who started all 16 games for the 
Rams in 2001 but only three last year, is 
the least known of the team's regular 
defensive linemen - who include 
Leonard Llttle, among the league's lead-
ers with seven sacks, and former first-
round picks Grant Wistrom and Damione 
Lewis. 
With both Llttle and Lewis sidelined by 
injuries, Young picked up the slack. 
Besides his three fumble recoveries, 
Young also took in three bags of fluids . 
during the game because of severe 
cramping. The Ravens had the ball for 37 
minutes 21 seconds, leaving Young and 
the shorthanded defensive line with tons 
of playing time. 
"I've never cramped that bad before in 
my life," Young said. 
Young said it was an odd game, but he 
wouldn't credit the win to the defense 
alone. 
''We can't look at it that way," Young 
said. "It's a team effort. They put the 
points on the board just as well as we 
did." 
When the Rams' offense needed help, 
the defense provided it with shortened 
fields. 
Butler set up St. I.Duis' first scoring 
drive by returning an interception to 
the Ravens' 36. The next score followed 
a creative 44-yard return by Dane 
Looker, who picked up a Dave Zastudil 
punt bounding backward into Rams ter-
ritory and bringing it back to the 1-yard-
line. 
JERRY'S 
PIZZA 
&PUB 
POOL TOURNAMENT 
TONIGHT @ STIX 
~I 
•ALL YOU CAN EAT• Welcome 
Pizza $4. 9 5 +tax Spaghetti prizes - drink specials 
Salad Bar 5pm - 9pm Garlic Bread 
Children 10 and under eat for $2.95 
Comer of 4th and Lincoln 345-2844 
~~::>\iiiWT,Pa rtn.r::-~ 
Y•• ... u ban 1dv1rt11_1dl 
~J•f!.l ,.W !.' ~ 
suspended 
PEORIA, Ill. (AP)- Bradley center Jabbar 
has been suspended indefinitely from the t 
his involvement in an altercation on camp 
school said on Monday. 
Battle, a senior who played in all 30 gam 
Bradley last year, was suspended due to av· 
of team and university rules. 
"Behavior such as this will not be tolerated 
m our basketball program," coach Jim Les . 
statement. 
The altercation occurred last Friday. No 
information was released. A team spok 
declined to comment on the suspension. 
Jabbar averaged 4.6 points and 3.2 rebo 
game last season for the Braves. 
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WOMEN'S SOCCER 
place against Big 10 competition Throo Pcmthers take home OVC honors 
weekend, the Panthers 
last Lansing, Mich., to 
in the Michigan State 
10 schools that partici-
the event included 
Michigan State, 
and Ohio State. There 
32 weight classes in the 
The Panthers did well 
with five members 
their individual weight 
head coach Ralph 
was impressed with 
in the tournament. 
were a lot of great play-
at the tournament,'' 
McCausland said. 
McCausland said he was 
impressed on how his team 
matched up with the tough compe-
tition. Placing in their respective 
weight classes for the Panthers 
included Pat Dowty, Matt Veech, 
Kenny Robertson, Brian Morgan 
and Pete Ziminski. With a 5-2 
record, Dowty placed seventh in 
the 133 pound class. Veach also 
placed seventh in the 165 pound 
class with a 5-2 record. Robertson, 
competing in his first collegiate 
tournament, also finished seventh 
in the 174 class by going 5-2 in play. 
Morgan, a junior college transfer 
placed sixth with a 4-2 record in 
the 197-pound group. Ziminski 
placed fifth by going 5-2 in 285 
weight class. 
McCausland was pleased with 
the team's first performance of the 
year . • 
"We came out and wrestled with 
a lot of character and heart. 
Everyone is happy with the way we 
competed , but we are not com-
pletely satisfied with our perform-
ance," McCausland said. 
Other than that, the only down-
side to the match was that Clay 
French and Veach had to wrestle 
against one another to see who 
would place in 165 pound group 
McCausland said. Last season, one 
of the Panthers biggest problems 
was remaining healthy for the sea-
son. McCausland was happy to 
report that Panthers suffered no 
injuries at the tournament. 
McCausland said that the team 
used this tournament as a measur-
ing stick for what's to come. 
"We used this as a measuring 
stick to see where we stack up 
against some of the best teams in 
the nation. We got a good look at 
how we stack up against other 
teams. We can build on our confi-
dence from this experience," 
McCausland said. 
Tpe season continues for 
Panthers on Nov. 16, at the Central 
Missouri Open. 'Ii"aditional powers 
Iowa and Illinois will also be com-
peting in the tournament. The 
Panthers also participate in the 
Northern Iowa Open before they 
begin dual play. 
Three 
Eastern 
players 
were named 
to the Ohio 
Valley 
Conference 
regular sea-
son first 
team Friday 
including Bethl.iesen 
senior Beth 
Llesen who was named OVC 
Player of the Year. 
f I board to consider retiring Illiniwek 
Llesen led the conference in 
both goals (19) and points (47) 
during the regular season help-
ing Eastern to an undefeated 
record and a second place fin-
ish in the standings. 
Joining Llesen on the first 
team was junior Audra 
Frericks, who received first 
team accolades for the third 
consecutive year and freshman 
Trisha Walter who had four 
goals and seven assists. 
The resolution may indicate that 
those new members want to decide 
the issue, university spokesman 
Thm Hardy said. 
The resolution, which was sub-
mitted late Monday afternoon, 
calls for Chief Illiniwek to be 
"honorably retired at a time and 
in a manner to be determined by 
the Urbana-Champaign campus" 
in consultation with faculty, alum-
ni, students and others at the 
school. 
Opponents argue the symbol is 
degrading to American Indians. 
oa, Willis voted 
kies of the year 
NL, Willis received 17 
votes and 118 points, 
ting Milwaukee out-
tt Podsednik, who got 
eightilJ"~ and 81 ooinnt: . Bettoa: hit .w-With i7 mmert, 
73 RBis, 21 steals and 92 runs. 
Matsui batted .287 with 16 homers, 
106 RBis, two steals and 82 runs. 
Matsui was a three-time MVP of 
Japan's Central League before 
signing with the Yankees after the 
2002 season. While some have 
argued Japanese players shouldn't 
be eligible, the BBWAA has always 
allowed voters to pick them. 
Pitcher Hideo Nomo won the NL 
award for Los Angeles in 1995. 
Seattle reliever Kazuhiro Sasaki 
won the AL award in 2001, and 
teammate lchiro Suzuki took it 
home the following year. 
Willis went 14-6 with a 3.30 ERA 
as F1orida won the NL wild card, 
slumping in the second half of the 
season. The high-kicking left-han-
der was 9-1 with a 2.08 ERA before 
the All-Star break, then went 5-5 
with 4.60 ERA. He was dropped 
from the Marlins' rotation during 
their World Series win against the 
Yankees. 
ION HAIR SALON 
NOW OPEN 
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 
SDAY, THURSDAY, AND FRIDAY 
7:00PM - lO:OOPM 
FOR APPOINTMENTS 
CALL 581-7148 
If you have any questions, 
please call 581-3616 
Supporters argue the 75-year-old 
mascot honors the American 
Indians who inhabited Illinois. 
Nearly every Board of Trustees 
meeting includes public comment 
from students, alumni and others 
interested in preserving the mas-
cot or getting rid of it. 
Chief Illiniwek first performed 
at a U of I football game in 1926. 
In February 2000, the board 
began a yearlong dialogue on the 
issue, involving students, alumni 
and others. That ended in March 
2001 with 10 of the 12 trustees at 
•Editor's not.e: Pttnther Prof'ile 
is a weekly feature profiling an 
athletic achiever sef,ected by the 
sparts sf,aff. 
~················· 
: Surprise : 
• your friends with a • 
: Birthday Ad in the Den! : 
• 581-2816 • 
•••••••••••••••••• 
ess Heading 
a Bit South? 
ertise ;iJ) the DEN 581-2816 
the time expressing support for the 
chief, although several suggested 
looking for a compromise. 
A study by former Trustee 
Roger Plummer concluded in 
March 2002 that there was no com-
promise to be found and the board 
has taken no action since. 
Board members contacted 
Monday evening declined to com-
ment on the proposed resolution. 
"I'm sure it will get a fair 
amount of discussion," Board 
Chairman Lawrence C. Eppley said 
from his Chicago office. 
Chicken Lunch 
2 pieces of chicken 
mashed potatoes & Gravy 
coleslaw • biscuit 
Three other Eastern players 
also received OVC awards. 
Sharyne Connell, second on the 
Panthers with seven goals, was 
named to the second team in 
her sophomore season. 
Goalkeeper Tiffany Groene 
and defender Lee Ann 
Langsfeld were both named to 
the third team for leading the 
Panther backfield. 
1305 Lincoln Ave 
217-345-6424 
Open for Breakfast 
Weekdays Sam - llam 
Weekends Sam - 12pm 
3 pieces of chicken 
mashed potatoes & Gravy 
coleslaw • 2 biscuits 
Every 
Tuesday ' 
11am - 8pm 
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SATURDAY 
Eeny meeny meiny ••• 
The wonwi's eoccar Imam rwts to the announcement of the NCAA College C.., brackets Monday aftarnoon m the Student Recraa11on Center. Eas18m 
wil face Mlssowt Friday at Columbia, Missouri. 
•Panthers caich Tigers 
'IYg a toe in NCAA tuurney 
drawing 
The room was a little less tense 
this time. Aa the Eastern women's 
soccer team sat in the Student 
Recreatim Center Monday after-
noon, ome could feel the nerves 
were not quite as high as the previ-
ous two years. 
The Panthers awaited patiently 
to see who they would be playing 
this year in the Women's College 
Cup as they make their third 
straight appeanmc:e. 
When· the television screen 
showed Eastern was headed to 
Colombia, Mo., to pJay the Missouri 
'Ilgers, the team erupted in cheer, 
knowing it would not have to go 
back to South Bend, Ind., for anoth-
er year. 
''We just wanted something dif-
ferent than Notre Dame," junior 
Audra Frericks said "I think we 
will have a little more confidence in 
Missouri." 
' e 
to go to Champaign because it is 
closer," sophomo~ defender Lee 
Ann Langsfeld said "I think we 
would have bad some more fans 
there, but I think some fans will still 
go to Missouri." 
F.astem a.cll Steve Ballard WM 
pleased wttb bis team being put in a 
group that does not feabn'eoneof the 
higher seeded teams. Kansas is the 
1IJp team in the group. with the 13 
seed 
"It speaks well fer our progaam 
that the mnmittee put m in tbis 
group," Ballard said "Experieoc:.e 
helps." 
That same experience may be 
what also gets the Panthers their 
first ever College Cup victory. 
Eastern narrowly lost to Mis8ouri ~ 
2 in overtime on Sept. 19, and both 
players and coaches feel confident 
in their draw. 
If Eastern (11-5-5) can win, they 
could earn a second round matclmp 
against Illinois State, which plays 
Kansas. The Panthers traveled to 
Nonnal in their second game of the 
season losing 1-0 in a tightly con-
tested game. 
Missouri (11-10-2) received one of 
· thefield's~at-
The last two 
seasons Eastern 
traveled to South 
Bend, losing to 
Notre Dame in 
2001 and losing to 
Purdue in penal-
ty kicks last sea-
son. 
• OVC honors on P89' 10 
1arge bids after 
making it to 
the Big 12 tnur-
nament cham-
pionship and 
playing one of 
the toughest 
schedules in 
One of the first groups show-
cased on ESPNEWS were the four 
teams headed to Champaign, a loca-
tion the Panthers thought they 
might have ended up. 
"It would have been kind of nice 
the country, 
Illinois State (11-!~3) won the 
Missouri Valley Conference for one 
of the 29 automatic bids while 
Kansas (16-5-1) received an at-large 
bid from the Big 12. 
Eastern and Illinois State were 
. - ........ Blue Demons 
•
•. ~~~ ~~--r . , =-~0-
.. 2003 Horizon Lague 
..... I=--=-~ (11-S-l) · Vl.ICanaa 
2003~V.Dcy 
.~:==~ (16-3-2) • w. W. Michipn 2003 Big Ten Tourmmeat 
,.. t ;,;:~-~ lOOJOVCT-
two of five teams from the state to 
qualify for the tournament after 
only Eastern made it last year. 
Loyola, University of Illinois and 
. DePaul join the instate teams, 
making an impressive representa-
tion. 
"I just think that's awesome con-
sidering last year we were the only 
one,'' Langsfeld said "That says a 
lot for Illinois soccer." 
. Illinois is making its third trip to 
the College Cup and watched the 
bracket announcement in the bas-
ketball practice facility. The 
Fighting Illini found out quickly 
they would be hosting the first and 
second round matches for the sec-
ond time in school history. 
The 2003 Big Tun Champions will 
look to forget the first hosting expe-
rience in 2001 where they fell in the 
cipening round to Syracuse. 
dwmpi-M 
II house iri 
llege Cup 
Bebe they travel to (]vunpirign, 
DePaul Head C.oacliJohn Wilsm may 
be making a pbme call to Ballard as 
the Blue Demoos drew the Purdue 
Boliermakers in the first round. 
Loyola University will look to 
pull off the biggest upset of the 
tournament as the Ramblers draw-
ing the second-seeded Notre Dame 
Fighting Irish in South Bend, Ind. 
Ballard said the progress of in-
state schools has been mainly in 
part to the progress of Illinois high 
school players. The Panthers' cur-
rent roster has all 21 players from 
Illinois. 
"Every one of those programs is 
homegrown talent, " Ballard said. 
''That has been a big part of our 
success." 
Eastern will match up 8l!ainst the 
.Missouri Tigers in first-round action 
Friday at 7 p.m. win. 
Checkout ·~ 
the new:'ts.snao., 
Local residents look to raise 
money for new magazine 
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Looking to next year 
The diversity of this year's homecoming court has many content, but oth-
ers think more should be done. 
By Joaquin Ochoa 
Editor in chief 
The Homecoming Court of this 
year's Homecoming Week was the 
most diverse on campus in 
Eastern's history. The court was 
represented by not only a mix of 
ethnic groups but also of organiza-
tions here on campus. 
Ceci Brinker, director of student 
life, said that more organizations 
took part in this year's pageant, 
more than the previous y.ear. 
Among the many were Greeks, res-
idence halls, Recognized Student 
Organizations, and even religious 
groups on campus. Brinker added 
, a funior elementary education major, counts money received for the Turkey teeter totter a-thon collected by members of the 
i service fraternity. The money will go toward purchasing Thanksgiving turkeys for needy families. 
All about service 
anizations on campus focus on giving 
the community, both on and off campus 
bers of Alpha Phi 
re able to relive their 
yground days Monday 
·the South Quad while 
this year's first Turkey 
r-A-Thon. 
nt is planned by the 
· Pmega fraternity in an 
t> :raise money for the 
!Food Pantry. The food 
helps the less fortunate 
tharleston buy turkeys 
\" ir1g dinner. Alpha Phi 
bers raised $400 last 
tlaying on their home-
-totter in the quad, and 
er _they have already 
$200. 
· · . goal is to give as 
to the conununity as we 
more member Abby 
twho had initially consid-
a social sorority, said of 
Alpha Phi Omega. "I feel like I 
serve more of a purpose to the 
community in this fraternity than 
what I w:ould've done in a social 
sorority." 
What's the difference between a 
social sorority and a service frater-
nity or sorority, also called 
Recognized Student Organization. 
Social sororities and fraternities 
are more concerned with the social 
events within their organization and 
with other members of the Greek 
system Although they do require 
members to perform conununity 
service, their main goal is not sole-
ly to conunit acts giving back to the 
community. 
Service organizations, however, 
do have a sole. purpose of giving 
. back to the community. 
Throughout the year, service organ-
izations host many events to raise 
money for the conunu,nity, campus 
and their own organization. 
Although service fraternities and 
More Inside 
• A look at differences between 
social and service fraternities 
page& 
sororities are concentrated on giv-
ing· to the community and are not 
part of the Greek system, they do 
host social events like barn dances 
and formals. 
Members Zeta Phi Beta and 
Alpha Phi Omega consider them-
selves as two of the most active 
RSO's on Eastem's campus. Zeta 
Phi Beta is a sorority and Alpha Phi 
Omega is a coed fraternity. 
Lennia Campbell, scholarship 
chair person for Zeta Phi Beta, said 
her sorority's biggest event is Zeta's 
Helping Other People Excel (Z-
H.O.P.E). 
"Our goal is to help people excel 
in mind, spirit, and body," said 
Qunpbell "We've done salsa aero-
bics in the Student Recreation 
Center for the body, and we've also 
PLEASE SEE PAGE 6 TEETER 
that she hopes to see more groups 
represented in the future. "We'd 
like to see the International student 
conununity and Oasis, the adult 
organization on campus, getting 
involved." 
Iarry Ward m, a senior repre-
sented Delta Tau Delta was the 
only winner nominated by a mem-
ber of the greek community. Kelly 
Edwards, the first black student to 
win Homecoming Queen, and 
Angela Beard were representing 
BlaPc Student Union, National Pan 
Hellenic Council and Minority 
Teacher Education Association. ]. ]. 
Bradley, winner of Homecoming 
Prince, represented Ford Hall and is 
the first winner coming from the 
residence halls. 
Brinker said that residence halls 
had been nominated before but 
doesn't remember them winning a 
position before. 
The results speak loudly about 
organizations whose membership 
aren't as large as other groups but 
made a strong statement about 
being able to represent themselves, 
Brinker said. 
The results also speak loudly to 
those that believe Homecoming is a 
popularity contest for for the greek 
community. Tron Young, senior 
PLEASE SEE PAGE 3 COURT 
Departments deal 
with major lo~ses 
Minority Affairs and 
F<>[eiW.J Lan_guages 
departments are busy 
trying to overcome the 
deaths of Johnetta 
Jones and Luis Clay-
Mendez 
By Avian Carrasquillo 
Staff writer 
Despite the deaths of Johnetta 
Jones and Luis Oay-Mendez, their 
work will continue. 
After the death of Johnetta Jones, 
the director of the Minority Affairs 
office, Provost Blair Lord immedi-
ately stepped in to organize the 
Minority Affairs office. 
"I began meeting with individu-
als in the various programs to 
organize duties to allow them . to 
continue to do their work. We're all 
trying to move as fast as we can. I 
look forward to them continuing to 
do the great work they've done in 
the past." 
Lord said that he has begun the· 
process of posting the position of 
Interim Director of Minority Affairs, 
for the immediate academic year 
and summer, that would aid in the 
search for a full-time replacement. 
. Patricia Wmninger, secretary for 
the Minority Affairs office said that 
over the 13 years Johnetta held the 
position she · continuously added 
duties to the job. 
"It would take ten pages to give 
an accurate job description of 
everything Johnetta . did," 
Wmninger said. 
Despite the shock of the la;.s, 
Wmninger feels that the staff has 
held down the fort well. 
"We're all doing our best to main-
tain the programs in minority affairs 
as if Johnetta was still b.ere," 
Wmninger said. 
Wmninger gave an account of 
what the status was for various pro-
graips. 
"The Minority Internship 
Program Conunittee will meet at 
the end of the week and review 
applicants, the provost will then 
as&gn someone to place the appli-
DIVERSE PHOTO BY JOAQUIN 
OCHOA 
A day of the Dead memorial to Luis Clay-
Mendez has been erected in the Foreign 
Languages computer lab in the basement 
of Coleman. 
cants," Wmninger said. 
According to Wmninger, Donald 
Dawson, an advisor for the 
Gateway program, will take on the 
leadership role. Zelda Gardner, an 
admissions counselor, will head the 
Peer Helper program. Jocelynn 
Phillips, an academic advisor in 
minority student affairs, will take on 
the duties of organizing the black 
student alumni dinner and reunion. 
Claude Magee, the assistant 
director of TRIO, will run the pro-
gram, and Isabel Castro, an advisor 
in the Gateway program, will head 
the Latino Heritage Celebration. 
Ralph Gardner, an admissions 
counselor and recruiter for minority 
affairs, said the healing process will 
take some time. 
''The campus is still in shock, she 
was more than just a major part of 
the minority affairs office, she 
meant a lot to the Eastern commu-
nity. The first annual Johnetta Jones 
memorial Step Show was a success, 
there's talk of forming a memorial 
scholarship in her name, she will 
be remembered. It will take a lot to 
fill her shoes, but I think Eastern 
needs to look internally for her 
replacement. They need someone 
who's instrumental in the areas of 
scholarship, recruitment and reten-
tion, working with alumni and the 
staff that Johnetta had," Gardner 
said. 
PLEASE' SEE PAGE 3' CHANGES 
{!AGE 2 
Woillen studies promotes 
book club for women's issues 
By Allison Conner 
Staff writer 
"Daughter of Fortune" by Isabel 
Allende is a book that follows an 
independent young woman on a 
journey to reinvent herself in an unfa-
miliar country. 
This is ju.st one of the many novels 
that Eastem's new book club has 
studied this semester. . 
Diana Slaviero, coordinator of 
Women's Studies programs, con-
tributed to the organil.ation of the dub 
by holding two meetings - one spring 
semester of 2003 and one the begin-
ning of this semester - to allow any 
interested students to share their 
thoughts on books they may want to 
read and discuss. 
There were many students at the 
meeting; who were eager to share 
their ideas on what books should be 
read, but only five or six of them 
joined the club Slaviero said. 
"I know it's hard for students to do 
so much reading for classes and then 
tum around and do more reading that 
they don't have to do," Slaviero said, 
referring to the large difference 
between the number of students who 
attended the meeting.5 and the number 
of students who actually joined the 
book club. 
Allison Staulcup, a speech com-
munications major and member of 
"the book clup, can relate to having to 
balaoce her schoolwork with extracur-
ricular activities. However, she says the 
book dub divides the books into parts 
to make the reading easier on students. 
"A good thing about the book dub is 
that it provides motivation to students 
who wouldn't otherwise want to finish 
a. book," Staulrup says. 
According to Slaviero,. the books 
may be bought or chedced out from 
the libr.uy, but they are not provided 
by the book dub. 
Some other recently read books 
include Wally Lamb's "She's Come 
Undone," which deals with the self-dis-
rovery of an adolescent girl and "Memoirs 
r::i a Geisha" by Arthur Golden, which 
chronicles the sexual discrimination faced 
by professional female entertainers who 
perform traditional Japanese arts. 
The meeting5 usually run about an 
hour and are held evay Wednesday at 
6:00 p.m in the Women's Resource 
Center located on the lower level of 
Stevenson. 
Anyone who is interested in joining 
the book club can contact Diana 
Slaviero at 581- 6321. 
News Briefs 
'Famine' looks at eating 
disorders from a femin1s point of view 
By Mallory Hausman 
News editor 
Center located in Stevenson's lower level. 
E.astern students are being given a chance to see eat-
ing disorders from a feminist point-of-view. 
'"'The Famine Within" is a movie that examines the 
forces that foster body image conflict and eating disor-
ders on American women," Diana Slaviero, coordinator 
of the Women's Studies Programs, said 
This movie provides a feminist perspective on eating 
disorders, Slaviero said 1be \lbmen's Resoun:e Center and Women's Studies 
Programs will be showing "The Famine Wtthin" at 7 
p.m., Tuesday, November- 18 in the Women's Resource 
Dr. Susan Woods will be facilitating a discussion fol-
lowing the film. 
in Focus 
:'spider''. offers in.sigh~ 
into sch1zophren1c mind 
By Rachel Dent 
9taff wrltw' 
'Spider' is of an interesting 
movie breed, one that is not seen 
too often in today's mass-pro-
duced system. 
The movie follows a man deal-
ing with schiz.ophrenia and bat-
tling his inner demons. It buil~ 
up slowly, then the climax comes 
and goes, leaving the audience 
asking "What?" But the great part 
about 'Spider' is that it does not 
draw you into this complex situa-
tion and hand you a pretty con-
clusion. Instead, the movie leaves 
you thinking, and wondering, 
how the director pulled off such a 
plot. 
Ralph Fiennes stars as Spider, a 
nickname given to him by his 
mother when he was a child The 
film opens with the grown man 
moving into a halfway house, run 
by the mysterious Mrs. Wilkinson 
0..ynn Redgrave). As he wel-
comes this new sense of freedom 
after being in a mental institution 
for twenty years, Spider goes off 
of his medication. He then quick-
ly regresses back into his child-
hood, remembering his family 
before his mother's death. These 
flashback scenes make Fiennes 
even creepier than his Nazi char-
acter in 'Schindler's List.' 
However, the fact that we care 
about him and his sufferings 
makes his performance even bet-
ter. 
Returning to 1960s London, 
Spider watches his father, Bill 
Diveise is produced by the students of. Eastern 
lllinois . University. It is published moDt¥Jf iQ. 
' Oiarleston, m. during fall and sprinJ! semesters. 
Qeg (Gabriel Byrne), become 
entranced by a "colorful" woman, 
Yvonne. An affair With her, cou-
pled with an already troubled 
marriage with Mrs. Qeg (Miranda 
Richardson), lea~ Bill to slowly 
pull away from his family. 
Meanwhile, grown Spider 
becomes more and more distrust-
ful of Mrs. Wtlkinsbn, sure that 
she is hiding a secret that links 
their lives together. 
Finally, Spider ob.serves the 
night that Bill met with Yvonne 
and was discovered by his wife. 
He watches as his mother is killed 
and her body hidderi, confirming 
suspicions he· had . as a child. 
Yvonne moves in with Spider and 
Bill as if nothing happened, but 
Ed;tor in chief .lollquln Ochoa 
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the lOM of his mother has a pro-
found effect on the young boy, 
propelling vengeful actiom. 
The constant back-and-forth 
between present day and Spider's 
childhocxl din bring you into the 
life of this schimphrenic, helping 
you to understand his inability to 
control his paranoia. This movie 
is inaedibly dark, and is canied 
by Fiennes, though he probably 
speaks l~ than a page d dialog. 
R will take patience to make it 
through 'Spider,' as a good half d 
the film focuses on Spider mutter-
ing and writing his Mnew" obser-
vations in his journal. But that 
slow charaaer building is· what 
makes 'Spider' so special. Our 
generation has grown up with 
remote controls for quick channel 
changes and shows and movies 
meant to keep our attention for 
every second. 'Spider' does not 
loudly call for our interest, but 
can draw you in by wondering 
what circumstances could drive 
this man to such a mental 
extreme. 
If you can make it through the 
movie, it will reward you for tak-
ing the chance, by giving you an 
ending you didn't see coming. 
But the ending is not meant just 
to shock the viewers or to create 
a twist for the sake of an ending. 
Instead the twist generates more 
sympathy for Spider, gives extra 
insight into the struggle for sanity 
and caps off an wonderfully off-
beat movie. 
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'Waking:' the surprising 
unconventional film 
leaves many questions 
By Ben Marsy 
Staff writer 
"I may not understand it, I 
may not even necessarily 
agree with it but I tell you 
what I accept it and just sort of 
glide along ... " 
This quote from a character, 
played by Bill Wise, is the atti-
tude one ~ve when watching 
Waking Life. Along with this 
one must have five hours of 
time on hand. Though the fihn 
is only an hour and 40 min-
utes, the rest of the time is 
spent searching for answers to 
a plethora of questions. 
The most corrunon ques-
tion: "What the $%#'" was 
that"1!" 
Waking Llfe is a movie that 
doesn't stick to a regular con-
veritions of Hollywcxxl fihn 
making. There is no central 
plot that or at least plot that 
someone can inunediately 
identify. 1be main character 
played by Willey Wiggins, 
goes around listening and 
interacting with interesting 
character that, like him, 
remairi unamed. 
The p~lem is that Wtley 
can't figure out whether he is 
awake or dreaming. 
Writer and director Richard 
Linklater, whose previous 
accolafes include Dazed and 
Confused and 1be Newton 
Boy5, creates a dream/reality 
in which the human mind 
contemplates its ver.y exis-
tence and purpose. The audi-
ence is taken through a sttem;J, 
of vignettes with topics includ-
ing the inadequacy of lan-
guage, free will, and the evo-
lution of man in aspects of 
truth and justice, among oth-
ers. While going through his 
journey Wtley learns how to 
reco~ whether or not he is 
dreaming through little tricks . 
While the stories and philos-
ophy of the movie are intruig-
ing what truly. amazes the 
average movie patron is the 
visual carnaval that appeas on 
the screen. Technically, 
Waking Llfe is an animated 
fihn but it is based off live 
action footage . shot 
35rrun camera. Art ff 
Bob Sabistondesigned 
·ware that he used on the 
c;ut of the taken off the 
era. Using rotoscoping 
and added interpolati~ 
ture, the software allowe41 
more than 30 animat 
draw lines that follow!ll 
contours of the a 
motions. 
The result is a cartoon 
follows the fluidity of h 
movement At the same 
there are no limits to 
animators can do 
stimulate the audience. 
humorous scenes po 
throughout the mo 
ranges from a rubber 
mouthing dialouge 
hwnan speaker, to little 
des dancing in fez hats 
with roses while there is a 
cussion of quantum m 
ics. 
Though light-he 
times there are scences 
the fihn that catalogue 
violent possiblities of 
man is capable. One 
graphic sc~ne is a 
played by J.C.. Shak 
commenting on the 
destructive nature of 
makes the point that 
needs chaos and infact 
in it. Feeling that society 
nothing to end probleol 
restricts people to be 
viewers of life, he mak 
statement. 
He p<?urs a , con 
gasoline (>Ve( his bodf' 
stikes a match. 
But Waking Llfe is 
message to go out and 
mitt suicide. It is an 
of life. It teaches 
question, t.o not fear 
the answers and not 
compliant in life. It's 
• wake up. 
However it's okay 
puzzled in life. As the 
ter played by Sped 
emphasi7.es, "on really 
tice nights of self I Sol' 
dancing with my 
You can do the same. 
Students take part in MidW 
Asian American Association 
By Mallory Hausman 
Newsedltor 
Several of Eastem's Asian American students attended the Midw 
American Students Union annual fall conference Nov. 7-8. 
The students attended the conference on behalf of the As~ Association. ·~r 
Jesse Wu, president of AAA, said that the retreat focused on p 
Asian Americans face in holding and retaining positions within 
lions. 
"'The workshop.5 (were) focused on teaching Asians how to lead. 
(were) really focused on Asian leadership," said Wu. 
According to the MAASU web-site, social events were held Fri 
with workshops and a banquet on Saturday. 
MAASU will hold its annual spring conference April 1-3 at the U 
of WLSCOnsin-Madison. · 
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free independent publication 
1w will showcase local art and liter-
r Brianne Bolin said she felt the 
legin the newsletter to unify artists in 
1unil)'. • 
a lot of talented people in this 
they were in their own comers," 
· , a graduate student in English at 
~h the summer she went through 
· ns of gathering submissions-
. g friends and colleagues and plas-
town with fliers, then waiting for 
calls to come in. 
hthod yielded little response, but 
in particular was promising. 
phic artist David Opdike initially 
. Qigital art to the publication, and 
8 ;r.ears ·of design experience. 
RT 
Opdike, 
a Charleston resident 
of two years, said he always 
thought the area need an independent 
publication, or zine. 
"It's exciting to be involved with the local 
art community, and providing a different, 
new forum for Charlestonian art and litera-
ture," Opdik~ said. 
Bolin and Opdike have been working on 
"Peepshow" sporadically for several months. 
The 
low-budget, low-fi publication is eclectic 
and aimed toward an adult audience. 
"It deseives a .PG rating, if not an R," 
Opdike said. 
One catch of beginning an free zine is, of 
course, funding. 
As stereotypical 'poor artists,' Bolin said, 
the most efficient and enjoyable way to make 
money for the zine was to hold a benefit. 
She arranged to hold the fund raiser at the 
home of friend Scott Lutz in rural Charleston 
on the evening of Sat. Nov. 9. 
Bolin utilized the flier method again and 
plastered posters around campus bulletin 
boards and in local businesses . 
The low-key event included live music by 
GES TO DUTIES OF HOMECOMING COURT 
TO BE DISCUSSED 
continued from page 1 
ry education majot; said "People for a fairer playing field, even though 
to get out of the mentality that they(01ganization) may not have the num-
,have. a ~~Jt's 9PI just f.QL~ ::>cfie~r~ "'nn"'t I " ,... 
oLthe people.~.~e (grfie.K)-: :nou-.:i~.c:: •• -... - ~ -~· ~ 1 ,;,._; • • 
ng, a sehior tr.msfer'Sruderlt gffil ; ~ M ... 
ienough support and votes to win d . d 
er up position to the Homecoming More uties wante 
bis second year at Eastern. 
· that.Abe diveISitf df the court 
'.!realme 0 1di1iferent ,part of cam-
cpportunity to represent the uni-
he added that the court is also repre-
a different part of campus. 
, said the support she received was 
· g. "I'm excited, I'm happy. Even 
about it," she added, "In spite of 
t we are the minority we still have 
of the people. We didn't just win 
· rity vote. 
·s election process was changed 
more consideration to the other 
tiwinning, the application and inler-
said this was done to level the 
for representatives in organiza-
~maller in number. 
· ys looking to be fair and con-
IJxissible as we make improvement 
mwcom·ing elections. I think it makes 
The purpose of the homecoming court is 
to reign over the homecoming events. The 
traditional pageant for the court is a tradition 
that continues to have many students excited. 
66 students went through the · election 
process that included an interview and the 
actual election. However, they have no offi-
cial duties other than to reign 0ver the activ-
ities of homecoming weekend, it culminates 
there. 
Brinker said their pw}:>ose is just to reign 
over the homecoming activities, however 
there has been some discussion to adding 
philanthropic responsibilities for next year. 
"We'll be pursuing that with the new home-
coming chair elect," Brinker said. 
Brinker's idea is that the duties will include 
leadelship and community service through-
out the year and the more opportunities to 
. represent the university. 
GES 
CEMENTSTOJONESANDCLA~ 
EZ ARE BEING SOUGHT 
endowed 
through the 
Eastern 
Foundation for 
students of 
Spanish. 
continued from page 1 
"ll's a good 
tribute to him, he 
was always in 
favor of the stu-
dents. There 
local musi-
cians, a raffle and a voluntaty potluck. A 
donation of $5 was requested of guests to get 
the zine off to a healthy start. 
• The benefit was not your typical college 
party. 
The old farm· house,. surrounded by 40 
acres of land, held a bonfire outside, with the 
added attraction of a lunar eclipse, enjoyed 
by many in attendance. 
There was no DJ or blaring stereo inside, 
but rather a relaxed living room set-up of 
folding chairs, music stands, microphones, a 
trumpet and trombone, a banjo and a dobro, 
a keyboard and even bagpipes. • 
"Impromptu bluegrass is a beautiful thing," 
said Josh Alford, a performer at the benefit. 
The raffle items may have been a prelude 
to the content will appear in "Peepshow." 
They included: a mini-library with titles 
from Freud, Plath, Kafka, and Becket, as well 
as a can of black spraypaint, five bottles of 
Old Style beer, a pair of gold earrings and the 
1~ Butthole Surfers release "Rembrandt 
Pussyhorse/Cream Com from the Socket of 
Davis." 
Everyone at the benefit was aware of the 
purpose it was supporting. 
"There are too many creative minds to go 
DIVERSENEWS 
unpublished," 
said Ryan Madel, who 
said he was there most of the 
evening. 
After the benefit, both Bolin and Opdike 
said they were pleased with the turnout and 
success of the fundraising. 
"Peepshow" will soon be available in local 
bars and establishments. 
The first edition of the quarterly zine will 
be out around Thanksgiving, Bolin said. 
There are also plans develop a web site, as 
well as for another benefit. 
Literary submissions to Peepshow may be 
made to no-mind@angelfire.com. . 
. Art may be submitted to dopdike@spider-
bytes.com. 
"Obviously we'll be leaning a little left of 
center, so the "still 
life bowl of fruit" might get passed over 
something more emotive. · 
Contributors would also want to keep in 
mind the mag will be printed in 
black/white on 8.5 x 11 pages," Opdike 
said. 
DIVERSE PHOTO BY COLIN McAULIFFE 
Kelly Edwards, junior speech communications major, hugs Larry Ward Ill, senior finance major, Monday, Oct. 
20, evening after being crowned the first official Homecoming 2003 Queen in Lantz Arena. 
Wmning homecoming queen was a great 
honor but it's lacking in substance," I think 
the homecoming queen should have have 
more responsibility. Edwards added that such 
responsibilities would eliminate those who 
aren't serious about the election. 
having anything to do with it It's like having 
a president who doesn't actually have any 
power; Edwards said 
"It would eliminate the people that are run-
ning just to run • 
What's the point of getting the title without 
P. J. Bailey, homecoming chair elect, is in 
support to changes for next year's h~ 
coming events and election. Bailey said that 
she would like to see more responsibilities 
for the candidates. Bailey added, "I would 
also like them to be honored at more events." 
ences. He 
presented 
papers on 
L a t i n 
American lit-
erature. He 
always 
showed his 
enthusiasm, 
and was will-
.lcnwtta ....._ ing to help 
showed an enthusiasm for what 
people are doing. He was a 
warm, happy, friendly man," 
Taylor said at the conclusion of 
"the eulogy. 
Penelope Clay, said she will contin-
ue the work that both of them did were other good Luis a., _..._ with the con-
ference, 
organizing meeting<> and subject 
Stephen Canfield, chair of the 
Foreign Languages Department, 
said that while Clay-Mendez's 
position could be filled, it would 
be impos.sible for someone to 
fill the spirit Clay-Mendez 
brought with him to work every 
day. 
donating a portion of 
every two weeks to 
· L scholarship. She 
ID me. She was more 
, she was a friend," 
"One of the things we Oid togeth-
er was teach spani1h and team 
coordination to the coast guard and 
coast guard auxiliaty, we taught a 
lot of sessions together, and I will 
continue to do that," Clay said 
Both Penelope and Luis are aux-
iliary members of the Coast Guard. 
Unlike the Coast guard which is a 
branch of the anned forces, the 
auxiliary coast guard is made up of 
a group of civilian volunteers. 
Last year during Luis' sabbatical 
he developed a method to teach 
Spanish to the Coast guard in two 
days. The B.E.S.T (Basic 
Emergency Spanish Training) pnr 
gram is one that Penelope. will coo-
tinue to teach to the Coast Guard. 
In remembrana! of Luis a· schol-
arship in his 'mune· is .bein8 
tribute ideas, but 
I decided it would be beaer to do 
bile thing, and do one thing well, 
so I agreed on a scholarship. He 
would really have Jiked that, it 
would make him happy to see peer 
ple supporting il," Oay said . 
Karen Taylor, Eastern foreign lan-
guage professor, gave a eulogy for 
Luis Clay-Mendez at the Midwest 
Association of Latin American 
StudieS held from November 6 - 8 
at Eastern this year. 
hl her eulogy, Taylor recalled 
Clay-Mendez's active participation 
as a member in M.A.LAS. and 
commended his work in the foreign 
languages department and outside 
the reahn of academics. 
"He Y-'.35 a ·very active member of 
the. o~tiOn and at the confer-
~tter. He always wanted to help, 
even if it was just getting maps of 
Charleston and campus. 
He was a great scholar of Latin 
American studies. He published 
several books and articles on 
many Latin American writers. He 
was an internationally recog-
nized expert on Cuban poet 
Julian Del Casal. At Eastern he 
was involved with the Latino 
Heritage Celebration from Sept. 
15 - Oct. 15. He was the master 
of ceremonies for the Latino 
banquet. 
"Mostly he was memorable as 
a friend, he had a wann smile 
and ·always had a warm word tQ 
offer someone: He always 
"Physically the department is 
adjusting okay, we got other fac-
ulty to cover his classes, emo-
tionally however, It's hard to 
gauge, n Canfield said. 
"Luis and I had a good work-
ing relationship, if ever we dis-
agreed it was on a professional 
level, but then we would talk 
later about something, and it 
was as if nothing happened, 
because we were discussing a 
different matter. I'm really going 
to miss the energy and enthusi-
asm he brought to the depart-
ment, n Canfield said. 
A search to replace Clay-
Mendez is cwrently on. 
letterstothe editor 
All lettm must include the 3jllhor's name and contact information, and must not 
exceed 300 words. Not all letters will be published DI we reserve the right to 
edit tJr spacing. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. 
All letters to the editor can be sent to: 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920; 
faxed to 217-581-2923; or mailed to Dl-rseEIUChotm•ll.com. 
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of 
.,._...... ecHtortal bom'd. 
letterstothe editor 
Don't perpetuate the 
stereotypes 
Dear Editor: 
My name is Jason Adamiec and I come 
from a mixed heritage. I am Puerto Rican, 
Polish, and Irish. I don't know if that quali-
fies me.as a minority, and frankly I don't care. 
I am an Amerjcan. The Minority Scholarship 
article disturbed me a little bit. In the sixth 
paragraph, the opening sentence reads, '"Ibe 
scholarship's objectives include giving 
minorities a fair chance at graduating ... " 
What is that supposed to mean? Is that say-
ing that African Americans or Hispanic stu-
dents are not as smart as the Caucasians that 
attend Eastern? Is that saying that somehow 
whoever the majority is has an edge over the 
minorities? Any freshman that steps foot 
onto Eastem's campus has a fair chance at 
graduating .... minority or not. It takes study-
ing, completing h<;>mework, and passing tests 
to graduate .... not a scholarship. To word an 
article in such a way actually fosters a sense 
of racism because anybody who is not a 
"minority'' will read that article, and that sen-
tence in particular, and ask why they aren't 
getting a scholarship to help them when they 
are in trouble. Maybe the scholarship is a 
good idea for some reasons, but frankly, 
"objectives include giving minorities a fair 
chance at graduating" is not a good reason at 
any level. Break stereotypes, don't make 
stereotypes! 
Jason Adarniec will be enrolled Spring semester 2002 as an 
undergraduate. 
STAFF EDITORIAL 
Look to Miss Black EIU for diversity 
Non-black students should take part 
in Miss Black EIU. 
Much has been made over Eastern's 
first· official black Homecoming Queen. 
Why not; this is a big stride towards rep-
resenting the underrepresented groups 
on campus. 
However, this also underscores a big-
ger problem that still exists on c;ampus. 
On a campus with a small minority 
population, the idea that such a minority 
is the fare of our campus might bother 
some. 
The school ruis made a point of trying 
to promote diversity but a truly diverse 
campus is not one that can be measured 
by enrolhnent numbers. 
What truly measures diversity is our 
ability to interact with each other and not 
view a person's skin color as a definition 
of who they are. 
The majority of F.astem students are 
still too scared to cros.s over racial lines 
and interact with one another by tackling 
serious racial issues that are largely 
ignored. 
One such issue is the annual Miss 
Black EIU pagaent. While the rompeti-
tion started as a way to provide opportu-
nities for black women on campus to 
become more involved, the scope of the 
contest needs to expand. 
It is a little know fact that the Miss 
Black EIU pagaent is open to any female 
student on campus, regardless of race. 
Women on campus should challenge the 
tradition of only having black contestants in 
the pagaent. Because the goal of the Black 
Studeilt Union's goal to enhance cultural 
. 
awareness, other minorities should 
resented. The participation ci a 
woman would help bring The stu~ 
here at Eastern. This is not an a 
B.5U, but on student apathy. 
In this vein, we urge the student 
take action. Be aware of the events oo 
pus, and actively take part in a · · · 
as Miss Black EIU. 
Perhaps sometime in the fu 
could take the focus off of Miss B 
and maybe a title that would enca 
all women on campus, regardless 
Then the focus won't be on the 
a person's skin, but on the q · · 
most of these pageants are su 
rewaid Among these are lea 
integrity, seivire, ·and the inner 
that women have. 
Student voices silence 
Eram CowlasOpinions editor E-mail responses to: DiverseEIU@hotmail.com 
trend has been spreading through 
universities acros.s the country that 
ot only affects the way that we 
communicate, but also the liberties of stu-
dents in general 
Several publ schools have created what 
they ironicall refer to as 'free speech' 
zones. 
Now, the ~ may sound great: an area 
of campus th E is designated for students 
to speak minds about any topic. 
More >pie :y, the areas are for stu-
dents to pro when they want their 
voices to he e:url.. After all, college stu-
dents have a OI)' of ~g up and 
making a · ce in issues that concern 
them. 
The problem.. as }\'"~W.e irony, lies in 
the fact that heo a uruversity creates an 
area for free . · that effectively turns 
the public cal e into a gwn censorship 
zone. 
At schools 'free speech' zones, 
:uimioi"!lrators told students who wished 
to protest lh.'lt ~· needed to remain in a 
free speech one, and sometimes even 
get their ~- ge approved by the admin-
istration to nsu.n: that their message 
would not be 'disruptive' to the college's 
goals. 
One scary of these policies is that 
they seem to spreading. 
While designed to ensure a 
proper lellmif11R environment acros.s cam-
puses, free ~ i zones have become 
tools · in silerlcing the messages of stu-
dents. Schools such as the University of 
California at Berkley have had free speech 
zone policies since the 1960s, and some 
have since been lifted. 
Other schools created their zones in the 
OOs, and others have created theirs as 
recently as the past few years. According 
to the September 1, 2003 Community 
College Week, Citrus College, a commu-
nity college in California, created their free 
speech zones in 2001. 
While Eastern does not currently hold 
such a policy, many Illinois schools have 
or have had policies inhibiting the right of 
students to protest on campus. So why is 
this important to us here at F.astem.? 
Having laws or rules in America that limit 
the basic rights and freedo~ of stµQeilts 
is a problem for every student because it 
means that students are not in the same 
class as other citiz.ens. 
While courts have ruled that the rights of 
high school students are different than 
those of adults, they have always upheld 
that college students should have the 
same rights and protections as everyone 
else. 1his especially holds true at public 
colleges, such as Illinois State University, 
Western Illinois University, and West 
Vuginia University, all of which have had 
'free speech zones' written into their poli-
cies. 
Theses zones not only apply to political 
protest, but also hold if students wish tp 
protest policies or actions that ha 
taken at their own schools. 
When students are not allowed to 
their opinions and have their voices 
~t the decisions that ~ 
them, they are being violated. 
Some schools argue that the z 
simply in plare to keep students 
rupting the learning envi"rol'lmed 
other students. However, this 
does not hold true beCause the 
could easily be stopped by . 
audio ani~_<levjpes,or ~· 
dents a certain lliStaii.ce away 
actual classroom... 11tey d6 ntt 
tum nearly the entire campus into 
sorship z6ne. 
Another surprise is that many stu 
4!'1iversities with free speech z 
not know of their schools' po· 
they were told that they needed 
to convey their m.es.5age, were 
move to a remote designated 
campus, or were arresteQ fur 
outside of tilt 'apptPIJilt4'..):m . 
The bottom line is that we need 
aware of our school's policies. 
We also need to stand up a · 
form of censorship or any rules 
that abridge our first amendment · 
it can happen at public' univ 
could happen here, or an~ 
For those of you who· didn't know! 
Minority Today has changed its 
title 
It's now known as: 
OUR STAFF IS STILL LOOKING FOR : 
MANAGING EDITOR AND GRAPHIC 
DESIGNE R S 
ANY OTHER. CONTRIB UTORS 
,. 
.. 
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PHOTO POLL 
ould Congress 
ke flag burning 
illegal? 
61ltshould 
be Illegal 
because It's 
disrespect-
ing the 
country." 
Freshman Marla!ting 
major 
''Yes. It Is 
i~-
countsy." 
Sophomore business 
management major 
61No. It's 
lmpedln_g 
on~Flrst 
,,., 1et" 
. 
61No. We 
have the 
right to 
thlnkwhat 
we want of 
our 
country." 
Freshman Secondary Senior Biological 
sciences major Mal.tee Cheeks Education Major 
-·'l 1 1.a. 
I<'. . .>'Ylf (jfi~ ,...;,~.,,;,..., 
11'}111 th W0f'J4 lnn ~ .. ~ ....... _ ~r ...... -.-i... .... -:1 L. - ' • 1i ~11£')~ ln"lbHl?. 'n<J '"' .. r ' 
"No. It's a 
matter of 
free 
speech. 
Sophomore Political 
science major 
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''Yeah. 
There are 
more logl-
calwaY.$of 
saying the 
govern-
ment 
sucks." 
Sophomore Secondary 
Education major 
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.j~t Counterpoint Is Burning the American flag protected by the First Amendment? 
There are other 
options for change 
eel slavery, not the flag. In the 1900's 
it was the people of America who seg-
regated this coUllby, not the flag. In 
the 1960's it was the politicians that 
sent our troops to Vietnam, not the 
flag. As recently as this past year, it 
was the George W. Bush who sent 
troops to Afghanistan and Iraq, not the 
flag. 
If you have is&Jes with these actions, 
address the source, not the symbol. If 
1his country was founded on the you disagree with how the president is 
of liberty and freedom, and the running the country, vote for a differ-
flag is the embodiment of ent one in 2004. If you don't like the 
ideals. In the past 200+ years we injustices that were done in 1800's and 
had over 50 presidents, and over 1900's, take it up with the people who 
ions of con~. but we have perpetuated these injustices (though . 
had one flag (although it has most of them are dead). Its not the 
many fonm). So though you flag's the fault, .it's our fault. 1llis coun-
disagree with a president or a try was created with a govemmerit "of 
man, those people will the people, by the people, and for the 
· , the flag however will not. people". We are the people! If you 
see the American flag as a symbol don't like what you see write to your 
all that is good in this coUllby. congressmen and let them know. 
50 stars on a field of blue, with In 1919, enough people felt strongly 
••mating 13 red and white stripes about the prohibition of alcohol, so 
poetry. In this country we strongly that congress amended the 
freedom to speak freely, we comtitution to make it illegal. Though 
lhe ability to pick a career of our prolubition was repealed 14 years later 
, and best of all we can live the in 1933, it still proves that if enough 
we want. When I wake up and see feel people feel strongly about an 
lag waving over the south quad, I issue, things can change. Only by 
,that I am free. exercising your legal obligation to 
disagree and aigue that the vote, can we as individuals hope to 
:..~ symbol of oppression, a sym- change that which we disagree with. 
d slavery, or a symbol of imperial- In the end, its not a question of can we 
however Vlfhen has· ~. flag Q\l"~. buni tll.e'~ but why would-we want 
out these ~·Ih ~~1~· 1bb.liltn(e·Jl!Jwi(J 
the slave owners that perpetuat-
Burning flag is not 
slap in 1he face 
Eram Cowlas Opinions editor 
Fag burning h?s been a hot topic almost as long as we have had a flag. Some people see flag bum-mg as a slap in the face to America, while others see it as a 
crucial free speech issue. 
I can understand that many people are 
against flag burning as an act. I am one 
of those people. I would never burn an 
American flag or agree with someone 
who did. However, that does not mean 
that flag burning, or flag desecration 
should be banned. 
The flag stands for a great many thing.5, 
almost all of which I stand behind 100 
percent. The . flag stands for pattiotism, 
liberty, and honor. It flies as a reminder 
of those great Americans who have 
fought and lost their lives to protect and 
preserve our way of life. . 
It is a symbol that all Americans should 
have pride in. But most of all, we should 
respect the values that it represents, 
because if we lose those values, the flag 
loses all meaning. If we were to limit free 
speech in anyway, we would essentially 
be giving up one of the rights that so 
many Americans have given their lives to 
protect. It would not only be ironic to 
throw away freedoms that we have 
fought wars over, but it would be a slap 
in the face of every soldier and veteran 
who has ever fought for us. 
If we say that we want to honor the 
memory of veterans, we should continue 
to fight for the same freedoms that they 
fought for. Enemies to our freedoms do 
not always lie outside of our country. 
Anyone who wants to limit freedom is an 
enemy to American ideals. 
I think the key ~e for those who 
want to ban flag burning is patriotism. 
Ever since America became "post-
September 11 America," patriotism has 
taken on a life of its own, and one that 
should offend every truly patriotic 
American. Acting in a manner that can be 
interpreted as anti-government is now 
viewed as unpatriotic. ~ 
Acts that question our govenunent 
should be viewed as one of the most 
patriotic and American thing.5 a citizen 
can do. Questioning the goverruitent is 
one of the rights that our forefathers built 
into the structure of this country. It is 
what separates us from socialistic soci-
eties and dictatorships. If we come to a 
point where we cannot question those 
who have power over us, we are nuly 
powerless. 
I want to remind everyone of the 
word.$ about the flag that were drilled 
into all of our minds as children. This 
time, try to understand what the wonts 
really mean. 
"I pledge allegiance to the flag of the 
United States of America, and to the 
· republic for which it stands, one naticn, 
under God (thought don't get me started 
there), with liberty and justice for all." 
Notice that pledging allegiance to the flag 
not only allows for liberty, but it actual 
calls for it As every grade school kid it 
taught, the flag more than anything 
stands for liberty and justice. For all. That 
includes people who choose to exercise 
their first amendment rights and have 
their voices heard Though flag burners 
may not use the most popular method of 
voicing their opinions, it does not mean 
they have any less of a right to be heard. 
. COmmunity service comes_ full .circl 
Cirol~ K reaches the children of the community 
and .focuses. on leadership, frienship ·and ser\tice. 
Circle K, a setvice organization at 
:ea.em, focuses on children, puts its 
miWorl statement into action by 
hdding a Halloween judging contest 
and parade for area children on the 
Chuleston Town Square. 
According to Kiwanis advisor, 
)olmn Daugherty, 100 children were 
in attendance for the parade and 
judging contest. Circle K members 
judged the children's costumes and 
handed out goody bags. There were 
six age categories that ranged from 
(under two to 12), another category 
b group oostumes and the overall 
winners. In the first three age group8 
a Flower basket, Rainbow Bright and 
Paul Bunion were the winners. The 
second group was a boxer, alien 
abduction and tree. The group win-
ner was mermaids and pirate. The 
CMnll winner was a tree. 
ments that have written gift sugges-
tions for area children. 
Whether it is visiting nursing 
homes, reading to children or wel-
coming new members, Circle K 
attempts to develop life long rela-
tionships with peers. . 
Joann Daugherty, Kiwanis advi-
sor for Circle K;, used to be a field-
worker for the Girl Scouts of 
America and has been the organi-
zation's advisor throughout the 
years. The Kiwanis Club is a 
group of adults who sponsor and · 
act as peer advisers. "I like work-
ing with students who are willing 
to work and help children who 
normally would not receive help," 
Daugherty said. The Kiwanis club 
exists at all academic levels in high 
school as the Key dub and in 
grade school as the Builders dub. 
Circle K currently has 30-40 
members and costs $53 to join. 
Payment plans are available. 
Cirde K, a recognized student organ-
i1.alion lhat focuses on co-educational 
service, leadership development and 
&iendships spomored by the Kiwanis 
Club, is found at other universities such 
as the University of Illinois, Illinois State 
University and Illinois Wesleyan. 
President cara Moran best described 
Circle K as a service-centered org.miza-
lioo lhat tries to reach out to the can- . 
munily and give children the tools to 
help theimelves. 
"We find word-of-mouth the 
biggest success in interesting stu-
dents in Circle K, there is never a 
cutoff date to join and we are 
nondiscriminatory," said Cara 
Moran. Moran has been a member 
cf Circle K for three years and is 
one cf the recipients cf the sehol-
arship Circle K offers through the 
Kiwanis organization. "Being 
involved in Circle K looks great on 
~ and scholarship applier 
tions," Moran said. 
Hadden Finney, 3, dressed as the Cat in the Hat, smiles at friends Friday afternoon 
while walking m the Kiwanis Halloween Parade on the Square with his father, Jeff. 
(Below) DIVERSE PHOTO BY STEPHEN HAAS 
Members of Eastern's Circle K Kiwanis group judge costumes while dhlldren walk by 
during the Kiwanis Halloween Parade Oct. 31, on the Square in Charleston. 
The Halloween judging conrest 
and parade i'> just one cf the many 
activities Cirde K takes part in. 
CiJde K also serves children in the 
oomrnunity by holding clothing 
drives where Eastern students can 
donate clodies. Planning for the 
clothing drive is under way and is 
to be held at the end of November. 
Ea.stem students will have a chance 
to donate clothing to needy clill-
dren in the area. 
Angel 1)-ee, an annual event that 
gives students the opportunity to 
donate gifts to les.s fortunate ·clill-
dren, is another Cirde K event. 
This event occurs arourxl the holi-
day season and the organization 
blS a real tree with paper orna-
"I think it is a great organization. 
to get involved with and an oppor-
tunity to meet other students, n 
Anna Morley, a member of Circle 
K, said. "Circle K has developed 
my leadership skills through 
attending leadership conventions," 
Morley added. DeShea Dwinricll:i;.: 
a resident assistant for Stevenson 
Hall, said being involved in Circle 
K is a great way to make friends 
and an opportunity to build her 
leadership skills. "Circle K has 
given me people skills and 
resources to help residents on my 
floor and sources to look to to find 
jobs in the community," Dwinnells 
said 
Deciding between social and service 
Social an4. service saorities at Eastern 
woold have ·more memberS if students 
~ ~armed about what they 
were all . said Erin Ebel, sophomore 
80dok>gy mp. 
More dedding to join a sorority, Stu-
dents need to be knowledgeable about 
die cUffeJences be!ween social and service 
ICIOrties in order to confidently choose 
1'lhlch ooe would best compliment their 
~1SC111ialili0es and views oo how to spend 
time. However, at Eastern, many stu-
denls feel uninformed about this mue 
which causes a lot d people not to join 
any type d sorority said Katie Schipils, 
undedill'ed freshman. 
"I honestly don't know what service 
Dailies are, but if I found a service 
ICRd)' that interesls me then I might con-
'*" joining... . 
SdJtpb also said she bas not encoun-
aed enough lnfonnation about service 
milits in order to beoome as knowl-
edaealie as she woukl like to be about 
1he type d adivities they participate in 
idd die types d communily service prcf-
ec.11 die)' volunteer at 
Pfd Ppilon Mu President Ouistine 
!lllildim- spoke d her service sororiy's mis-
-We provide service for Pembemn 
Hiii, Ill9lan and the Owleston comm.i-
~ P.peibl Mu advertises ils SCX'Ority, 
schJol firs[ begins sesmon, by put-
up ftym ·and placing information in 
~s mail hoes in Pemberton. 
join die son:dy, SIUdents must Jive 
~lberllon Hall When they pledge, and 
pledplg they can move ebewhere. 
Tbe"pledging process is much different 
from the Rush Week activities that social 
sororities partake in. 
Halder said the srudenr.s pledging must 
take several quizzes and at the end take a 
test to become active. The pledges also 
have signature sheets they must have 
signed by all d the active members and 
all d the other pledges. 
Pledges also have to complete a fund 
rUer pro;ect, campus pro;ect, hall project 
and a community project 
Phi Epsilon Mu's membership averages 
about 30 students a year, and we are will-
ing to take anyone who wants to join as 
long as they fulfill all d their pledging 
activities, said Halder. 
After becoming active, members must 
pay a fee d $30 the first semester and $20 
for all remaining semesters. 
F.ach active member d Phi Epsiloo. Mu 
must have 15 service hours per semester, 
which is close to the same amount as 
other service sororities on campus, said 
Halder. 
Some d the places they volunteer at are 
Teen Reach, nursing home, pet shelter 
and the homdcss shelter. 
Even though Phi Epsilon Mu members 
do . oommit their time to many diffen:nt 
service acdvties, they allo host many 
soc.ial~ . . 
Some d the social acdvllies include the 
following: spring formal, pumpkin parch 
outing, trip to Six Flap in St. IDuis and 
overnigtJl shopping trips. 
Unlike service 90l'Orilies, studerws are 
well informed about social sororides; 
however, they are still lacking impoltanl 
infommdon that could help break .clown 
the *"'°'YJ>e Chat is often aaached to the 
socid:smority scene. 
Erin Ebel, sophormre. sociolog .major, 
said everyone stereotypes social sorority 
members as people who have big parties 
and they do have some. They also par-
ticipate in conununity activities like serv-
ice sororilies but they are definitely more 
soc.ial. 
Ebel also said, ·1 wouldn't choose to 
join a social sorority because d the whole 
party aspect .. 
Alpha Sigma Tau President Erin Traeger 
said her sorority's main purpose is "to pro-
mofe community service and develop 
each member through community service, 
fund raising and friendships." 
Traeger's sorority executes its main pur-
pose through ils members who they 
acquire chJring Rush Week. 
"If the SIUdem fi selected during Rush 
Week to join Alpha Sigma Tau they will 
join a sorority that is the scxority d choice 
for 70 other women. 
Once joining, membeis must romplete 
10 community service credits each semes-
ter. Por every two hooJs d oomm.mky 
service, }'OU get one OOflllDllllly service 
aedit, • said Traeger. • 
A couple cf the volunteer adiYi1ies 
Alpha Sigma Tau participated in was the 
haunled barn for a couple d hours and 
adcll)(+highway. 
The social aspect d Alpha Sigma Tau 
involves a barn dance, semi-bmal, bawl-
ing ally adivities, barbecue and other 
aaivilies they oqpmize thlooRhoot the 
year. 
Dues to be in the sorority are $230 a 
semesrer. 
The oost to be in a social 9Dftldy Ire about 
the same as Scbipils aid ll>eJ dJou&M dtey 
would be. 
Ebel thougtt Ir would COit abed .$aDO a 
~ ID be in a sonriy ~
thooght social sororly would be bet'M!al $200 
ID $300. 
Three-year old Jasmin Hallowell I 
at her father, Anthony Hallbwell, F 
afternoon after the tfalloween Pa 
the Square. Hallowell di:e.saed as I 
angel last year. • • 
TEE.ER 
ORGANIZATIONS HELP 
WORK ON MANY LEVE '. 
LOCAL AND NATIONAL. 
done hand massages at the Hill Top nwsin3 
for the spirit" 
Although most of Zeta Phi Beta's acti .. 
geared towards women, they also prcJYide 
for men, children and the elderly. 
Alpha Phi Omega has a goal not only to 
service for the community, but also for the 
and nation as well. 
On a communal level, Jennifer Pitner, vice 
dent of membetship for Alpha Phi Omega, 
fralemity does a number d events thnX1AhOllll 
year, for instance, the 1\Jrkey Teeter Tatter-A-! 
On the national level, Alpha Phi 
attended the Boy Scouts a· America 
Jamboree Wrapup, where 40,000 boy scoua 
eted to be informed d college life. 
Alpha Phi Omega's service to F.astern's 
includes activities varying from 
blood drives to participating in homeccnung 
These are only two of the service oqpanizadlll 
Eastem's campus. Eastern provides more 
service sororities for all types d autve Sb.IClenlil 
Requilements for these two service organilllll 
dons, Zeta Phi Beta and Alpha Phi Omega . 
an estimated $100 for the year in dues Zeta 
Beta and a fee d $75 each semesrer for 
Omega. 
Minimum grade ft!IQUiremenlS are 2.5 GPA 
Phi Beta and 2.0 GPA for Alpha Phi Omega. 
leaers d recommendations are needed and 
be . current student at BIU high 
moral values must pank:ipate in ftrst u 
eiRht weeks d 
25 hours of previous oommunity service 
projects before initiated 
DIVERSE ENTERTAINMENT 
ley offers more than wrestling 
~ attract women I sure as 
' gust them," said Mick 
former professional 
Mio holds two world 
titles, and twice New 
Best Seller. Foley's 
when he walked out 
was unshaven, long-
similar to the lumber 
from the Brawny com-
$> he was short of two 
and one ear. 
taffipus where there are 
more females than males 
re a definite lack of 
in attendance to Foley's 
ce. 
·ence consisted mainly 
age men, young boys 
and older men alike. 
re hoping a couple of 
show, but we knew we 
Ft a lot of gliys. n Said 
Coordinator Shannon 
ran over the allotted time 
hr by talking for ~ 
He told stories of him 
Emirs on fire and slam-
on the back of his oppo-
ttlked of rejection from a 
ege, and how he would 
slams on the floor of his 
with fake blood com-
hls mouth and having his 
or friends take pictures 
this would make him feel 
if he could not get the 
he could disgust them. 
of Foley's stories he 
Wx>ut his embamwment 
went onto to tell ItX>re 
stories about his visits to 
and the customs they fol-
in regards to sanitary 
. Foley said, the people 
with their left hand due 
---~ihat­rustomary to shake their 
when greeting them 
laid he did not know this 
DIVERSE PHOTO BY STl!PHl!N HAAS 
Mick Foley does an impression of fellow wresUer Hulk Hogan on the evening of Saturday, Nov. 1 in the Grand Ballroom. 
and when visiting Malaysia Foley 
went around shaking their hands · 
the entire time he was there. He 
also talked about the sanitary 
concerns at home and how a 
shocking 75 percent of males do 
not wash their hands after using 
-. e•o-.he"9akl ..... 
Foley Said by the enthusiastic 
response of the audience he 
could tell he will be shaking a lot 
of hands after the talk, therefore 
he will have wiped 18 Masses, n 
picked a dozen noses and jacked 
a fe<N .guys off. 
After this a roar of laughter 
came from the audience and when 
Foley was finished he receiyed a 
~ ~ ending ovation 
from the crowd 
Foley's stories of jock straps, and 
"shrinkage!" violence and sanitary 
'HERE 
concerns did not bother Brende, 
one d the few girls in the audi-
ence. 
Brende said the gore and 
descriptive language did not bother 
her." When your onstage you gotta 
be graphic to describe it," Brende 
said. 
" When I was in high school I 
started watching wrestling, I knew 
who he WflS. 
" I think a lot of guys choose an 
idol and I think a lot were Mick 
Foley." 
"You can know him on a per-
sonal level, by his books thus 
increasing his popularity," Brende 
said. 
Besides his entertaining ability of 
story telling, Foley is also a New 
York Times Best Seller, and a father 
and husband. 
His latest book, "Tietam Brown" 
was promoted during his speech, 
but "Foley is Good," is a New York 
Times Best Seller, along with "Have 
A Nice Day" and two New York 
Times best-selling children's 
books,"Mick Foley's Christmas 
Chaos" and "Mick Foley's 
Halloween High Jinx. n 
Foley talked not only about his 
times in wrestling but also the activ-
ities he did outside of wrestling. 
He told a story of a time he 
would go to hospitals and talk to 
kids going through life saving 
operations and hO-W one child 
wanted to see Dee Snider, the 
lead singer from Twisted· Sister, 
and he got Dee to visit the child 
in the hospital. 
Mick Foley goes to inner-city 
schools were he reads to kids, 
said Brende. 
"He is trying to get children to 
understand the importance of 
reading, he wants more kids to 
know reading is a good thing, n 
Brende said. 
Despite his appearance Mick 
Foley is a guy many males in the 
audience could relate to and his 
storytelling ability made his 
appearance and his character 
Shine through. I personally really 
enjoyed the speech and although 
I know nothing aoout wrestling 
Mick Foley changed my percep-
tion of the typical wrestler ~ 
sonality. 
" Mick Foley was one of the 
nicest guys I have ever met," 
Brende said 
DEC. 1 . SHOW IS 
L BEING PLANNED 
attire and Pride is working with the u~ 
Boord in donating the room rental, liglOsoil 
sounc1, Keyes said THEATRE DEALT 
"Maney donations have been c:lonatcd..,, WITH A LOT OF 
various recogini7.ed organizations whicb .ui 
0 f f 
color 
remarks, 
runs his 
mouth 
on long 
tangents 
saying 
provided through the theatre department 
11l05e who weren't enrolled worked with 
instructor Dr. Jeny Eisenhower. 
"As far as getting the accents," says senior 
theatre major Jenni Pas.sig. "I think what ~ 
easiest is listening to otheis, say on record-
ings, and then working to apply it to your 
lines,". 
RIDE. ~~"~anc1 given.. .out .. UNCERTAINTIES. 
"We've got a lot d support from the greek . . ~ 
community and halls council, we are \lel'Y·- , continued from page 8 
~ anticipating four to five performers 
. Haute, Indiana, these performers 
"51UClentS, they will be getting paid 
.do perform regularly in Terre Haute, 
cl the performers are from a club in 
te called Zim Ma1'S.5 Bar and Grill. 
on a show in the past at Indiana 
ersity in Terre Haute where there 
ltxpected 2-300 people to attend and 
out to be 4-500 people who 
• Kolacek said 
said he had seen them before and 
~ybe he could contact them. 
t the show to be ·a very respectful 
hope this will create a p@tive atti-
fun from the audience and also help 
~ environment that is a safe 
the performers," Kolacek said. 
said the announcer will be an EIU 
person and the performers will be 
and doing their own makeup and 
·r 
excited," Kolacek said. · 
Both members d Pride shared their tea:- -
sons for choosing to do a MDrag Show." · 
Keyes said Pride really wants to get lheir 
name out there and they are pulling ~ .. 
with all the organizations that donated 
money to make a great event 
"Pride has always wanted to put on~ · 
thing really big and other schools have pulled 
it off successfully," Keyes said · 
Kolacek said Pride wanted to create an 
educational opportunity for students, faruhy, 
and staff, that is one of the reasons why they 
chose to have a "Drag Show." 
"It opens people's eyes to another fonn of 
diversity, an din my opinion it's more than 
just men dressing up in womens clothing," 
Kolacek said. 
"The Pride group on campus is very excit-
ed about bringing this performance art to 
campus," Kolacek said. 
Another reason he said they wanted to do 
this was to expose the campus to diversity, 
"People complain that there's no diversity 
on campus, we're bringing it to them," Keyes 
said. 
continued from page 1 t h e 
things 
t h a t 
Garith could never say in public. Travis even 
has his moments of singing old Irish songs 
and Yonkie does a little jig. 
~Director and Stage Manager Katie 
Luchtafeld, senior theatre major, makes note 
Jha.t, "The play works because of its honesty 
and trueness to life." 
. Because of the connection the two have 
through the character had to put in long 
hours. It was a neces.5ity the that each know 
the other's lines in order to react and create 
a full character. Since both are on for most of . 
the show, the two spent several nights learn-
ing to become Garith O'Donnel. 
"I've actually come early to rehearsals so 
we get time to go over scenes together," 
admits Yonkie. 
"We have to be the same person." exPiams 
Travis. It's crucial that we are or else the play 
isn't believable, but it's worked out really 
wen.· 
With becoming the same person Travis 
and Yonkie, along with the most of the rest 
of the cast, have to apply Irish accents. Much 
of the cast are enrolled in the Dialects class 
The actors initially Picked up on the 
dialects rather quickly. Throughout the 
rehearsal weeks, they worked con.standy on 
maintaining the rhytlun of the dialect The 
ca.st gets so caught up in their accents that at 
times they'll find themselves speaking in 
Irish dialects throughout practice out of hab-
bit 
"We're constantly being beat into shape," 
freshman history majorm Shaun Laydan jok-
ingly remarks on the mood on set 
The truth is that a ca.st with a range of 
novices and veterans has grown very close 
over the lastfew months.The feeling among 
them is light and upbear. Smart comments 
are written~ the script but also come with 
the the ten minute break the . actors get 
between ·acts. Wheri it's time to perform 
· though the ca.st steps in line and puts on an 
amazing show. 
Where: The Viii~ Theatre 960 18th Street 
When: November 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th @?pm and 
N<M!ITlber 16th @2pm 
Price: $8 adult $6 staff, faculty, and senior ciUzen; 
$3.50 students 
For Reservations Call the Ticket Office at 581-3110 
"Gu~ Book of World Records.• A bio 
from Atlantic Records calls him the . 
"nxxor-mouth MC" that was "named the 
world's fastest rapper by the 'Guinness 
Book of World Records' more than a 
decade ago." 
time releasing new allxum, and he has 
his reasom for it. 
EIU rapper, Jolie to open 
forTwista 
Jolie daoce group will also perfonn 
before the show. 
continued from page 8 
freshman 
tllat people that listen to hip 
~ mainstream, know who 
- dilear him ~.'~ Cookbey 
wliJ'lltllls' frt#rt' CltlKiig()'s WN: • 
known for his speed rapfling.' 
:ihat has gotten him into the 
"Runnin' Off At Da Mouth,• Twista's 
debut album, hit stores in 19')1 and was 
one of the first to use rapid-fire rhyming, 
a<:cording to Atlantic Records. His other 
albwm indude 1997's "Adrenaline Rush,• 
1998's "Mobstablility" and his newest 
effort, "Krunikare .• 
•1.arety; ~ lli$-Jt5een doihg~ stuff 
t5il :mixtti< ~ ... a ~"-Of!~ 
stYff," 'COOkfX1'Sald. "" 7 """""qcl :>' 
Twista admits that he has taken his 
"I represent for ttM: Mes that have skills, 
not just make music for the hell of it. I 
take the time to conceitlrate. Otherwise, I 
could have had 10 allxum out there, 
ea.5y .. l represent the artists that keep it 
true to what it really is, to be able to rmke 
rappers want to write," Twista said in a 
statement on the Atlanlic Records web-
site. 
This sununer, Twista took part in the 
"Rock the Mic" tour, c:o-headlining with 
artists sueh aS jlly-Z, lllsta Rhymes, and 
Tickets are five dollars for F.astem stu· 
dents and $10 for the public. According to 
Two lucky F.astem students will get the Cookbey, there are over 100 tickets still 
chance to perform on stage before the available, but she is optimi&ic that the 
Twista concert. show will sell out. 
UB is planning to hold an open Mic. "I think the response will be great 
contest on November 14. The top two Hopefully this will set a trend for the 
contestants will then have a freestyle bat- future and we'll be able to bring in a big-
tle on stage before the 1'wista concert. ger artist," Cookbey said 
Some of Twista's people will be judg- Hunphries hopes Cookbey is right 
ing as well as a UB member and a local "I think tllis is great. You don't get a lot 
''ShtfoJ> OOggaddi.s·tl\e-US; 
Jh..c>'ll ·1 · lumr. Ii· x Jil! 
disc jockey Cookbey said She said the of rap artists around here I know they 
prize will probably be~· blleltstage pass to just had the O.AR show, but this is nice 
,. :meer 1\vlsfa !• *1\0( 111a~'lgt!·llis auto- · for people who aren't into that kind of 
I • .gnph; ' " ' I · i1.'..diusiaacdare.mace ifi!qJlipJlQP." 
·Y' . ' ·' 
Pride to 
bring Divas 
By Lea Erwin 
Entertainment Editor 
'The preparations for the first drag show to ever be 
held at Eastern Illinois University is currently underway. 
"The show willl be called Diva," said Bill Kolacek, 
Chair of the Multi-Cultural Conunittee for the universi-
ty housing and dining department -and part of the drag 
show conunittee. 
"We would like to see over 300 in attendance," said 
Kelly Keyes; the president of Pride. The Drag Show will 
be at 8 p.m. on f>ecember 1st, the same day as World 
AIDS Day. It will be held in the University Ballroom in 
the Union. 
'The drag show is being put on by Pride and the C05t 
is one dollar at the door. 
A portion of the proceeds will be going to a local 
Coles County AIDS charity. There will also be a small 
exhibit outside the doors about AIDS awarenes.s, Keyes 
said 
"I think people think of AIDS and the gay commu-
nity are effected. We are continuing on with partner-
ship that is global," Kolacek said. 
The drag show conunittee is in the proces.5 of getting 
ready for the performance. 
Layout plans are being discussed, but the basic run-
way setup will be similar· to Miss Black EIU, Keyes said 
Kolacek said Pride has been worlcing on the drag 
show for a couple of months. 
He said people may have a misconception of what a 
drag show looks like and that it is not distasteful, but 
rather elegant and glamourous. . 
"We have decorations in mind, and we want to make 
it glamoutous," Keyes said. 
Kolacek said they hope to make it a "high-class 
PLEASE SEE PAGE 2 DIVAS 
Flashback:· The Johnetta 
Jones Memorial step show 
- -
DIVERSE PHOlOS BY STEPHEN 
HAAS 
Delta S9na Thela. stn lheir routine at 1he 
begil1ir:i rJ the Johnetta Jones Memorial Step. 
Show at 1he Sludenf Reaeidiori Center (above). 
M8nt>ers of Alpha Phi ,6Jpllll perform lheir 
slap routine blinfolded and wi1h one foot Friday 
nirjt in the Rec center Wri1g the Jolvlella Jones 
Memorial Step-ShcM' (riltll). 
Check out · 
Spider and 
Waking Life 
Spider surprises audiences a 
tells dark tale of schizophrenia 
PAGE 2 WAKIN 
PAGE 2 SPIDE 
The Uni:vetsity Board is hop» 
ing to set a trend fa the future. 
After negotiations with 
artists, UB has booked Twislli 
F.aslem's first major hip hop ad 
in an effort to provide cliversa 
entertainment. 
"We've been trying to get a hip 
bop act here since we gee thei 
funding for major concerts. UB 
has tried to get LudaaB and. 
Nelly, but beca\.1$e of d\in8S lildt 
venue size, avrulable daorsf -. 
"We oouldn't schedule any c1ates,• 
said Monique Cookbey, assistld 
diredor of Student life. 
Although he hasn't put out a 
Hi* llbOm In :lboot a 
F.aSlem students have respond!~" 
well to Twisra, buying tro tickdi 
in the first day of sales. 
"Everybody I've talked to 
~ ~ ex~~a"'*Jt .m 
wishes thefd• ~ :rrrota • 
~come.down and~ 
'Here I come,' Theatre' 
second play a chal lerlg 
By Ben Marsy 
Staff writer 
Leaving home is never 
easy. 
To do so bound for a for-
eign country leaving prob-
lems of family and love unre-
solved makes one young 
man doubt his actions. 
"Philadelphia, Here~ I 
Come" is a dramatic comedy 
that tells the story of Garith 
O'Donnell, played by senior 
theatre major Chm Yonkie, 
and O'Donnell's last night in 
his home of Ballybag, 
Ireland. 
At the age of 25, 
O'Donnell is ready to leave 
his small impoverished town, 
travel acros.5 the Atlantic for 
the big city Philadelphia, and 
find his fortune. Yet Garith is 
having second thoughts over 
his departure. Throughout 
the night, he wrestles with 
his inner self, played by jun-
ior theatre major Timothy 
Travis, over the cold relation-
ship with his father and the 
girl he loved years ago. 
This is .Eastem's Theatre 
Department's second pro-
duction this semester, though 
it was not originally intended 
to: be on the schedule. 
Director Dr. ]ean Wolski tJav! 
eled to Ireland, on grant, 
' Troolhy Tl'lMlUS, .k., rehearses tis part Mlnlay, NoY. 3, in the Vlage 
on 181'1 Slreet. 
over the summer to do 
research for the musical 1he 
Dead, which was originally 
planned to show this week. 
Problems arose during the 
first week of the semester, 
and the rights to the produc-
tion were not obtained. 
"We killed The Dead, but 
we're planning to resurrect it 
later," Dr. Wolski remarked. 
Instead, the department 
ruS1ed to find a replacement 
show. Phlladdphia, Here I 
Come was the selection. 
Written by Irish-phry~t 
Brian Friel, it has the same 
style and same cast 
The Dead Auc:ijtiom 
held for without a 
knowledge of what 
would be. Actors only 
they were trying out fcro 
"the Irish play" 
Even when Phila 
Here l Come was rev 
the cast was. in for a 
lenging time cl pre 
Yonkie and Travis, 
long road to 
Garith O'Donnell. As 
portr.i}'S the- acrual c 
